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Celebrating 65 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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. SEE STORY ON PAGE 2

CITY HOSTS EEO TRAINING SEMINAR
The City of Tampa's Division of Community Affairs and the U. S. Equal Opportunity Commission hosted an Equal Opportunity Training
Seminar last week at Ragan Park Auditorium. Several topics were covered with presentations from Attorney James W. Jones, Manuel Zurita,
Field Director, EEO Commission, Tampa; Atty. Yvette D. Daniels and Atty. Roderick 0. Ford. Atty. Ford, center, is shown with City of Tampa
employees : Kenneth Perry, Community Affairs Manager; Jesus Loquias, Maritza Betancourt, Ross Silvers, Joann Blount, Margarita
Gonzalez, Edna Cade, Deborah Jones, Cherlylene Beall, Rebecca Cortes and Viola Luke. (Photography by BRUNSON)
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For Charity Event
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Governor Visits
Local Businesses
SEE PAGE 2
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Deaths 01 Siblings
Ruled Accidental
- SEE PAGE 16

Changes In WIC'
Program Planned
SEE PAGE 6
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Business Owner Gets Surprise
Visit From Governor
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Barber Marven Lindo had
the opportunity to serve
Governor Charlie Crist
some authentic Jamaican
food during his visit.

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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Barber Marven Lindo had the opportunity to give Governor
Charlie Crist a haircut during the governor's recent visit to his
shop.
"

Businessman M~rven
Lindo knew that Governor
Charlie Crist would be in
town recently. His friend,
who is employed by the gov~
ernor, told him about the
trip to an area school.
Lindo said his friend also
said he would bring the governor by his business. He
was skeptical that this would
happen. However, on
Thursday, September 1. th, ·
the driver of Governor

Crist pulled up in front of
Uppercuts Barbershop on E.
Fletcher Avenue.
"I was surprised when his
entourage pulled up in front
of my barbershop. My friend
set it all up," Lindo said.
The 31-year-old father of
two had the opportunity to
cut the governor's hair. After
the haircut, he took
Governor Crist next door
to his restaurant, the Jerk
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Pit, where he served him a
meal.
Lindo said Governor
Crist said he was very
impressed to see a young
man in business for himself.
A riative of Jamaica, Lindo
completed his education and
training as a barber before
corning to Tampa to live with
his father.
He obtained work and
opened his barbershop in
2002, and opened the
restaurant in November
2008.
Ofhis success, Lindo said,
"I have a passion for great
food and cutting hair. I
turned my two passions into
a business. It wasn't easy,
but you can do it. It's not
what happens to you in life,
it's what you do about what
happens," the young man
said .

School Bookkeeper
Sued Over Missing
Funds Arrested
Earlier this month , th e
Ta mp a Police Depa rtm ent
a rr es t e d a ss-year-old
woman and charged her with
grand theft and official misconduct by falsifying records.
She is also a defendant in a
civil lawsuit in connection
with the case.
According to Hillsborough
County Jail Records, Ms.
Dianne Parker was taken
into custody on September
3rd and charged . She was
!'eleased aft er posting bond
the following day.
Ms. Parker is a 29-year
employee of Hillsborough
County Public Schools. She
has worked at Erwin
Technical Center as a bookkeeper since being employed
with the school district. ·
Ms. Parker was responsible for processing funds,
including checks, money
orders, and cash paid to the
school. However, she is
alleged to have held on to
numerous checks and money
orders ·for several months
without proper receipt and
made deposits for less than
the amount she received. She
was able to conceal the
scheme because her receipts
and deposits appeared to
agree, school officials said.
The alleged scheme was
uncovered in June when district auditors noticed irregularities as they attempted to
reconcile the non-sufficient
funds account.
The school district investi- ·
gation uncovered a complex

DIANNE PARKER
Former Bookkeeper at
Erwin Technical Center

scheme that allegedly
enabled Ms. Parker to conceal her improper actions.
School district auditors discovered the improper transfers using the district's new
auditing report feature,
which adds another layer of
scrutiny to bookkeeping.
After the discovery, attorneys for the Hillsborough
County Public Schools filed a
civil complaint naming Ms.
Parker as the defendant.
The lawsuit alleges she intentionally failed to properly
l
•
deposit school funds and
instead used the fundSfof<nerpersonal use;
The school district seeks
to recover funds in the
amount of $582,659, in addition to costs and attorneys
fees.
A spokesperson for the
school district said Ms.
Parker is suspended without
pay from her job.
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Mayor To
Dedicate
Cenotaph And
Public Art Piece
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Did You Know That. ....
Medicaid Provides Coverage For Denture
. Patients,
Annual Relining &
Surgery In
n For Your Dentures?
Call And Schedule
Your Appointment Today!!!

(813) 623-1014
. 813.900.6327
ronwatsona rtstuct io .con1

Business and community
leaders, as well as leaders
from the Seminole Tribe o
Florida, w~ll join Mayor
Pam Iorio to dedicate the ;
cenotaph and the public art
installation, Ceremonial
Space,
on
Tuesday,
September 22, 2009 at 10:30
a.m. The dedication will take
place at the south-end o
Cotanchobee Fort Brooke
Park on the Riverwalk; located at 601 Old Water Street.
Both the cenotaph and
Ceremonial Space are
intended to acknowledge
and honor all of those who
have been impacted by the
events that occurred at Fort
Brooke while it was an active
fort. Additionally, they symbolize moving forward and
new beginnings.
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Children Given Chance To Participate In
Positive Radio Broadcasting
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
A young Tampa woman has
created an opportunity for
youngsters from kindergarten
through 8th grade to enter
the world of broadcasting.
The vehicle she has chosen is ·
Internet radio and she is offering a hands-on approach to
technology.
Ms. Dionne Alston said,
"There are many opportunities these days to share your
voice. For instance, there's
YouTube
and
myspace.
YouTube is flooded with
school fights and other unmentionables that receive
thousands of viewers and
comments. And, it's staggering the images that our urban
youth are sending to the

world."
So, in an effort to combat
the negative materials that
continually circulate over the
Internet, Ms. Alston was inspired to create an opportunity
for
children
to
understand the power of their
words and actions.
Ms. Alston will launch a
Saturday program geared toward school children. The
program entitled "Purple
House Radio," will feature
children in grades kindergarten through third at 9 a.m.
to 10:30 a.m. The fourth and
fifth grade students will be on
the air from 11 a.m. until
12:30 p.m. And, the middle
school children, in grades 6th
through 8th will be featured
from 1 p.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Its companion program on

MS. DIONNE ALSTON
Introduces children
broadcasting world

to

podcast is entitled, "This Way
Up!" The youngsters will add
programming to the radio

show that is created by children for children. They will
learn the area of production,
voiceovers, and all other aspects of broadcast radio.
Additionally, Ms. Alston
said Purple House Radio has
teamed up with the not-forprofit organization, Plant a
Row for the Hungry. This will
allow the students the opportunity to grow, harvest, and
donate organic fruit and vegetables produce. The produce
will be donated to America's
Second Harvest Kids Cafe
Food Program to help feed
the hungry.
Ms. Alston said she
wanted to providea way for
youngsters to use technology
in a positive way. "Studies
have shown that if children
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take part in growing their ::tl
N
food, they are likely to try it, ~N
and make better choices. The N
0
kids will work as a team and 0U)
donate it. Hopefully, this will
broaden the scope of what
one person can do positively
with his voice and just his
hands."
Ms. Alston is the daughter
of Tampa's Mrs. Janice
Hall McCaskill and Lewis
McCaskill and the granddaughter of the late Mrs.
Geraldine Hall Streeter, a
longtime daycare owner.
Ms. Alston said enrollment
in the program is limited.
Anyone wishing to learn more
information may visit the web
site at purplehouseradio.net
or call Ms. Alston at (813)
789-8153r0
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Models Needed For Charitv Event
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
A Tampa organization is
lqoking for women in all
shapes and sizes to participate
in a fashion show. Th.e event .
will take place next month. .
Ms. Tamara Livingston
Ashley, of LymeLyte Diva, is
serVing as the host for the
Charity Event for Dress For
Success Tampa Bay. Ms.
Ashley said, "We are looking
to our community for help to
make this show a -success. We
need volunteer models of all
races, shapes, and sizes to be
featured in the show."
The volunteers, both men
and women, must be at ieast
18 years old and range in sizes
from small to 32. Ashley Stewart and Talk of the Town Bou. tique are sponsoring the Dress
For Success Fashion Show.
The first in a series of fashion shows will take place on
Sunday, October 25th, at the
Home Theater Gallery, 3300
S. Dale Mabry Highway. The
doors will open at 3 p.m. It is
a business suit drive and Ms.
~hley said th~y are in need
of donated suits that are either gently used or new.
Dress For Success of Tampa
Bay is a not-for-profit organization that targets independence
for
disadvantaged
women. The organization provides professional attire to
help women enter the workforce, stay employed, advance
in their careers and improve
their lives. The organization
also has a network of support
and tools to help with career
development.
The models participating in
the event will be taught the art

MS. TAMARA LIVINGSTON
ASHLEY
... Founder ofLymeLyte Diva

of modeling and will experience a complete makeover
from head to toe for the show.
They will also attend workshops on self-esteem and be
exposed to business networking.
"There' are. a ··lot of people

who are unemployed and. we
like to pass on information
about businesses who are hiring. The next meeting will be
held on October 1st at the
Crosstown Executive Suites,
1505 S. U. S. Highway 301, beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Ms. Ashley said vendors
and sponsors are welcome to
.contact her to either donate
materials and contributions to
the show or to provide information on employm·e nt. She
said the clothing and shoes
donated from the show will be
returned if requested.
She further stated that the
organization is looking for
about 20 men and 20 women
to participate in the show.
Those who are interested
should contact her as soon as
possible because space is limited.
Ms. Ashley said the models
we see are thin, but the majority of tJt~e- p_~ople don't loqk
like they do. Those who are

You're Invited To aft•~anll
.Candidate Valerie H. Goddard's
Thursday, September 24th
5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Centro Austuriano
1913 Nebraska Avenue
Tampa, FL 33602
(813) 486-7753

Complimentary Appetizers & Hors d'oevres

Cash Bar
Pledges And Contributions Ale Welcome
Hosted By Friends Of Valerie H. Goddard
Polticlil ~ l*d for and approved by Yaler1e H. GocklMI,
3.

heavier warit to know what
clothes will look like on someone who is a plu_s size.
Anyone interested in obtain..
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ing more . information can z
contact Ms. Ashley at (813) m
849-3749;
. or
at r:111
lymelyte@yahoo.com.
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Stop The Violence
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ust last week, a Tampa man murdered his ex-girlfriend while she held one of his children to her
breast. And now this.
In a county south of ours, a recent immigrant to this
land obviously concluded that his family problems were
best settled by a knife rather than by negotiation. So,
according to news reports Messac Dumas allegedly took
a knife, and slit the throats of his 5 children, Michzah, 9;
Marven, 6; Maven, 5; Megan, 3; Morgan, 11 months, and
his wife Guerline. Interestingly enough, "Guerline," in
French means "the fighter." But in this fight, she obviously had no chance to defend herself nor her children.
Does it seem coincidental, or is America, these days,
drowning in a sea of domestic violence? Do not misunderstand. The United States has never been a docile
nation. Stretching back to the massacres of countless
Native Americans and the savage treatment of Mrican
slaves, Irish immigrants, Italian immigrants and others
who came to this land for a better life, bitterness and
bloodshed have always seemed to give themselves
American nicknames.
. But domestic violence has also dogged us. Going back
to the early 1900's, we can remember the great journalist O'Henry writing about a woman who bragged about a
· black-eye she received by a husband who would always
hit first, then make-up with presents, after-while.
Decades later, comedian Jackie Gleason portrayed bus
driver Ralph Cramdon who used to threaten his wifd
with "One of these days, 'POW,' RIGHT IN THE KISSER!" It was funny then. But i:t isn't funny now.
Somehow, right now, we as a nation must stop domestic
violence! The time-honored traditions of love and family are in danger!

P. B. s. Pinchback: America's
First Black Governorl
n 1867, Pinckney
Benton
Stewart
Pinchback's return to
New Orleans resumed his
maverick activities that
marked his civil rights history in the region. Having
ignored streetcar signs that
separated Black riders from
whites, Pinchback rode
streetcars designated for
white riders while serving in
the First Louisiana Volunteer
Infantry. Later, while a resident
of
Alabama,
Pincbback began to speak
out to groups of Blacks, urging them {o become informed
and involved in political conventions and meetings
despite mob violence and terrorism against Blacks.
Mobilized by the killing of
Blacks by a mob at a
Louisiana constitutional convention in 1866, Pinchback
returned to Louisiana and
established the Fourth Ward
Republican Club, which soon
became Pincbback's power
base. Pincbback's biography states that he attended

I

Y

Louisiana's next constitutional convention and gave a
"rousing speech in which he
criticized all prejudice and
denounced bickering among
Black factions." Indeed ,
Pinchback introduced several civil rights proposals at
the convention, which were
said to be "far reaching and
ahead of their time." One of
them "prohibited discrimination on public transportation,
in business, or at resorts that
were licensed by the state."
Of course, we all know that
nearly a century would pass
before the law was fully
enforced.
In 1868, Pinchback ran
for the Louisiana Senate in
an election he lost and
claimed was fraudulent. He
was awarded the Sena,te seat
four months later and successfully passed several key
legislative measures. One law
recognized the marriages of
Black men and women, and a
second law imposed a $100
fine on owners of public
accommodations
who

refused to trea t Bl acks and
whit es equall y. In 18 70 ,
Pinchback started a weekly
newspaper, th e Louisianan ,
which he published until
1881.
Pinchback's political
prowess grew as he assumed
chairmanship of key Senate
committees and served as
"president pro Tempore of
the State Senate" when
Lieutenant Governor
Oscar Dunn died.
Even though Pinchback
was elected to the United
St ates
House
of
Representatives in 1872 and
the United States Senate in
1873, in hotly contested
races, he was denied the
seats on both occasions by
the House and the Senate in
1875 and 1876 respectively,
In 1876, Pinchback was
appointed a custom's surveyor for the City of New
Orleans. At age 48,
Pinchback attended and
graduated from Straight
University (now Dillard
University). Having moved to
Washington, D. C. in 1895 to
practice law and become a
full-time civil rights advocate, Pincbback died in
1921.
By the way, did you know
he was the grandfather of
Harlem Renaissance writer
Jean Toomer, author ofthe
celebrated novel Cane? Well,
you know it, now, Harambee!
Blacks turned out to vote in
record numbers and voted
90% for Obama. Do you
really believe that you can
cast out all of the Black votes
and Mr. Obama would have
won?
So many Blacks were proud
to vote for Barack Obama.
He was one of our own,
You've got to be Black to fully
understand what a red-letter
occasion this was for Black
people.
Please understand that I
understand and Black people
understand that not all white
people are racists. We realize
that n~t all white people dislike President Obama. We
realize that many who disagree
with
some
of
President-Obama's decisions, are not based upon
racism. But also understand
that there are many out there
who hate the president simply
because of his skin color.
You've got to be Black to be
turned down for a position
when you have all the qualifications, the capabilities, the
experience and you are the
. best candidate. You know
this, facts show this and the
person with the power to put
you there knows it.
Yes my friend, you've got to
be Black to know the feeling.

ou can be discriminatThe chicken may have an
ed against for a numidea .about what a bacon and
egg sandwich is, but the hog
ber of reasons. Age,
religion, sex, culture, nationknows first hand what it is,
al origin or social belief, may
To a non-Black, an act that
all be reasons for certain peois intended to be racist may
ple to discriminate against
not seem like an act of
everal of our staff writers overheard their children _ .you. It has nothing to do with
racism. But a Bhick person
comparing the number of· fights at their schools
race at alL Racism on the
immediately recognizes the
since class recently began. Indeed, one child relatother hand is all together difact for what it is, even though
ed how he had seen a fight nearly everyday at school.
ferent. The only thing that
they may not acknowledge it
Another child commented on how a switchblade had
matters
in
racism
is
skin
Questions and statements
been taken from a classmate. To the credit of our staff ·
are
becoming more and -more
color.
members, lectures on nonviolence and on how to handle
You can call this column
prevalent about public
conflicts and anger quickly followed their children's
playing the race card, call it
resentment
against
comments. Nevertheless, many of the children vowed to
protect themselves first and suffer the consequences , discriminatory, Call it whatPresident
Barack
later. They promised such response, even though they · ever you want, but call it the
Obama! Those who don't
knew that su8pension or worse might result from partibelieve President Obama's
truth. You've got to be Black
cipating in school violence. We understand. But we do
to really understand racism
race is bothering some folks,
not agree.
and
its
affects.
listen
to the radio and T.V.
Needless to say, the news media bas been kept busy
Yes,
baby
you
may
have
an
Remember
two things. The
reporting recent senseless stabbings, shootings and
idea.
But
to
really
know,
that
nearly
as many
first
is
such by our youngsters and young adults, who seem to
you've got to be Black
non-Blacks voted against
be unable to control their emotions. Just as we have
It is one thing for you to say
constantly urged parents to talk to their children about
President Obamf as those
hygiene, sexuality and the prevention of disease and
to a friend whose mother
who voted for him. The sepregnancy,-we also urge our parents to talk to their chilrecently passed away that I
cond thing that needs to be
dren about bow to negotiate and maintain a positive
know how you feeL The truth
remembered is that Black
attitude during conflicts, and how to handle their anger.
is that unless your mother
people helped to elect
We urge our parents to become better mentors and
has died, you don't really
President Obama.
models for the right thing to do, in the midst of argu-:
know how that friend feels.
Have we forgotten that
ments ·a nd misunderstandings. Indeed, a child who is
always bit or who always sees people being hit will
become a perpetrator of violence. It is not rocket science, but truth.
more meaningful conversations between parents and children. That way, we will be
We also suggest cooler parental tempers and longer,
able to defeat our children's boogie-man!

-oeteating our Children's
Boogie-Man

S

Recipients of achievement certificates during a function at Roland Park Elementary School
were J. M. Marshall, Alberta Dixon, W. H. Gordon, Mary Webster, Lubertha Hodge , and
Georgette Gardner.

Mrs. Mary Ann Jones and Rev. Foster Garvin smiled for the
camera while attending an Armettia B & B Society Banquet.
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This is a photo of members of the Golden Rule Club attending a banquet.
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Editor Chuck Stone works with Eunice Butts in this Gibbs
Junior College photo from the past.
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Judy Green shows what a real Beauty Unliinited feature is
supposed to look like.
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Changes To WIG Program To Stan October 1st

WIC

In news from Tallahassee,
more than half-a-million
women, infants, and children who participate in the
Florida Department Of
Health's WIC Program will
receive the new, nationally
televised WIC food package
beginning October 1st.
Based on the 2005 Dietary
Guidelines for Americans,
the new food choices will
allow the Florid~ WIC pro-
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3608 N. 15th (Corner OllalleJ
For All Your Seafood Delights, Call In
Your Order To Avoid The Wait!
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ing mothers and their
infants.
G. Steve Huard, Public
Information Officer for the
Hillsborough County Health
Department (H.C.H.D.), said
overall responsibility for getting the word out about the
changes will rest with the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
"The U.S.D.A. administers
the program and oversees all
of the promotions."
"We all realize time is short
for getting the word out and
we're trying to use the media
as well as press releases and
the internet. We will also use
community newsletters and
the stores where WIC supplies are sold to spread the
word."
Huard said the H.C.H.D.
is not planning to mail out
notices of the changes, but
that doesn't mean the state
office won't try.
Eligible women and child-

gram increased flexibility in
prescribing culturally appropriate foods to WIC's diverse
population.
Some of the changes will
include:
1be addition of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains for
mothers and 1 to 5-year-old
children.
The addition of baby food
fruits and vegetables for all
infants age 6 to 12 months.
The amount of formula for
infants is now variable based
on the age and breastfeeding
regime of the infant.
The requirement that milk
for women and children 2
years of age and older be 1
percent low fat or fat free.
The new package also
strengthens WIC's breastfeeding promotion and support messages by providing
strong incentives for continued breastfeeding, including
additional quantities and
types of foods for breastfeed-
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.TASTING FOOD

FRIDAY SPECIAL
BREAM, BlUEGillS.
MUllET. SPECKS~ CATFISH,
GROUPER. WH11:1NG
AND

SOUTHERN FRJED CHlCKEN
(WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS)

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE
A FREE DRINK & DESSERT
WlTH ORDER
CD
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DINE 1N OR TAKE OUTI
WE ACCEPT TElEPHONE ORDERSJ

4111.

Reporter Leon B.
Crews can be reached at
(813) 248-0724, or
emailed at lcrews@.Osentinel.com.

Organization Plans Foreclosure
Prevention Workshop
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ren participating in the WIC
program receive food checks
that specify which nutritious
food items can be purchased;
these WIC food checks can
be redeemed at any of the
2,000-plus authorized grocery stores in Florida.
.
In addition to offering supplemental healthy foods,
WIC provides the following
additional services at no
cost: nutrition education and
counseling, breastfeeding
support and referrals for
healthcare.
For more information on
these changes to the WIC
program,
call
the
Hillsborough County Health
Department at (813) 3078044, or the U.S.D.A. office
in Tallahassee at (850) 245-

A homeownership preservation workshop, to help residents learn information that
can help them retain their
homes will be held on
Saturday, September 26th,
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. The
event will take place at the
Tampa Convention Center,
Ballroom D, 333 South
Franklin Street.
The event is being sponsored by the HOPE NOW
Alliance,
the
Obama
Administration's Making
Home Affordable program
and NeighborWorks America,
The Housing and Education
Alliance, Inc. and the Alliance

for
Stabilizing
Our
· Communities (National
Urban League, National
Council of La Raza, National
CAPCD . and Bank of
America).
It is being held for area
homeowners who may be at
risk of foreclosure. The workshop is free and open to the
public, and provides a chance
for homeowners to meet faceto-face with their mortgage
company and a HUD-certified counseling agency to
work on a solution to help
them stay in<their homes . .
The Obama Administration's
Making
Home

Affordable program was created to help millions of homeowners refinance or modify
their mortgage payments to a
level that is affordable now
and in the future. For additional information visit the
website
at
www.MakingHomeAffordable
.gov.
HOPE NOW is the industrycreated alliance of mortgage
servicers, investors, counselors, and other mortgage ·
market participants that has
developed and is implementing a coordinated plan to help
as many homeowners as possible prevent foreclosure and
stay in their homes.
For additional information
about the program visit their
website at www.HopeNow&.QID.. or call · the free
Homeowner's HOPE Hotline
at (888) 995-HOPE.

Communitv Organization oners
Senices To Fire, Victims
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Last week, it was reported
that a family of seven was
devastated by a fire that
totaled their home and
destroyed all of their belongings.
Help has been either slow
or not at all for the
Rodriguez family as they

are still in need of a place to
live and other personalized
items.
The Sons and Daughters of
Harriet Tubman and the
organization's · founder,
Michelle Williams, heard
about the family's problems,
and Will offer whatever help
they can provide.
"We've agreed to be the
contact people for anyone

willing to reach out to help
this family with whatever
they can give," said
Williams.
"This is a great opportunity
for everyone to show what
kind of heart they have and
if-they're willing to help a
family who really needs it."
Anyone who wants to help
the Rodriguez family get
through this crisis should
call (813) 401-4103.
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Collection Boxes Set Up For 'Cell Phones For Soldiers' Drive

Hillsborough County
Security Services Department
has kicked off its second
annual Cell Phones For
Soldiers drive to help the

troops serving overseas stay
in touch with their families
back home. Security Services
officers have partnered with
the non-profit organization to
trade unused or outdated cell
phones for pre-paid calling
cards to keep the troops connected with their loved ones.
Donated phones are sent
to ReCellular, which then

Man Files Compla.int After
An Alleged Police Anack
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Just before 2 a.m. on
September 14th, Clarence
Jones was walking east on
Lake venue in the Robles Park
Public Housing area. He was
in the area visiting his mother
and sister, and had just left
the McDonald's restaurant on
Central Avenue and Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Boulevard.
According to Jones, as he
walked along Lake Avenue a
white Impala with Tampa
Police vice officers ordered
him over to their car.
"I had seen them earlier,
and actually spoke to them.
Tpey followed me around a
corner and I could smell the
odor of marijuana coming out
oftheir car."
Jones said the officer asked
. him for his identification then
told him he was being
detained.
"I told him I didn't have my
identification card with me
but was still willing to give
him the inforination he needed. When I asked why I was
being detained, one of t he
officers got belligerent toward
me, .told me I was being
arrested, and threw me to the
ground. I landed on my stomach.
"The officer put his knee in
my back with one of my arms
raised up in the air. The next
thing I knew, I was being
struck in the face and y~l,ed
. out with racial slurs and cursing."
__ Jo_n~s said as the offiCer
beat him, he yelled for help
and people n the area came
·outside to see what was going
on.
"After the beating, I was
jacked up and thrown into a
police cruiser. I was driven
away from the area to the
parking lot of Memorial High
. School where I was tormented, yelled at and cursed again
with racial slurs."
Jones said at Memorial,
several other vice officers
arrived and he complained he
had a bad h~adache, cuts and
bruises and other injuries.
"An EMS vehicle came, but
the officers refused to let
them see me. A member of
their crime scene team came

pays Cell Phones For
Soldiers for each phone.
The money is used to provide
one hour of talk time per prepaid calling card to soldiers
abroad.
Last year, the County collected more than 2,000 cell
phones, which equaled 2,000
calling cards, which were
then presented to MacDill Air
Force Base for deployed
troops to ca'l!l · •:h ome.
Recycling the de ~i.ces also
helps 'protect the enviro nment by keeping the.. to xic
metals they co nt ai n out of
landfills.
This year, drop-off boxes
for collecting the phones have
been set up in the following
locations around the County:
Brandon. Regional
Service Center, 311 Pauls Dr.,

Brandon;
• Carrollwood Cultural
Center, 4537 Lowell Rd. ,
Tampa;
• County Center Lobby,
601 E. Kennedy Blvd.,
Tampa;
• MacDill Air Force Base,
South Tampa;
• New Tampa Regional
Library, 10001 Cross Creek
Blvd., Tampa;
· .• Plant .City Courthouse,
302N. Michigan Ave., Plant
City;
• SouthShore Regional
Service Center, 410 30th St.
S.E., Ruskin; and
• Town 'N Country Senior
Center, 7606 Paula Dr.,
Tampa.
Unused or outdated cell
phones and other portable
communication devices can

be dropped off through
Friday, Jan. 8 at any of the
abovelocations.
Security Services will collect the phones, count them
and exchange them for calling cards for our troops.
Two teenagers from
NorweH, Massachusetts,
founded the Cell Ph'one For
Soldier~ program in 2004,
with $21 of their own money.
Since then, the non-profit
organization has' raised more
than $2 ·million in donations
and distributed more than
500,000 prepaid calling
cards to soldiers serving overseas.
For more information ,
contact Carol Michel,
Community
Relations
Coordinator, at (813) 2729515.
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CLARENCE JONES

and took pictures of my face,
arms, and other parts that
wee banged up during the
attack.
"It shocked me that the
officer put his hands on me in
the first place. I was charged
with resisting arrest without
violence, but I did nothing
wrong."
TPD spokesperson, Laura
McElroy, said the officers on
patrol in the area thought
Jones· was someone they had
trespassed from the area earlier.
"The officers called out to
him several times before he
stopped. Once they got close
to him, they saw he wasn't the
person they· thought, but
reported smelling marijuana."
McElroy said when the
officers tried to search Jones
he stiffened up and that's
when they took him to the
ground.
"Jones was yelling racial
slurs at the .officers, and a
crowd started gathering, so
the officers handcuffed him
quickly and took him away
from the area."
McElroy confirmed that
Jones was charged with
resisting arrest without violence. She also said a captain
and lieutenant tried to contact
Jones to initiate an internal
affairs investigation after he
bonded out of jail.
"He did talk to the lieutenant, but hung up on him.
He later contacted Internal
Affairs on his own and filed
the complaint."
Jon·e s also contacted the
Tampa-Hillsborough NAACP
Office.
Jones, communitY leaders,
and area activists plan a series
of protests against police brutality.
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Is saving on
your mind?
Put switching on·
your to-do list.
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LifeGreen Che r~gions bank 1gs help you
save time, money, and for the future.
•·
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These days, saving is on everybody's mind. People eVerywhere
are discovering that Regions can give them more stability and
help them save- starting with LifeG reen~ Checking and Savings.
With lots of free online services, you can save time and money, all
while saving for the future. In fact, we've opened over one million
LifeGreen Checking and Savings accounts for businesses and
consumers in the past year. And thousands more are choosing
to switch every day. Want to see how Regions can help you
save more than you might expect? Get LifeGreen Checking and
Savings- at the bank that makes it easier to save.

Free Personal
Savings Review
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lifegreen·
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• Annual Savings
Bonus of up

to$250

· • Free Online Banking
Yfilh Bill Pay
• Free Automatic
Transfers
• Free Direct Deposit
• Free Online

Statements

At Regions, our goal is to make sure you have a savings plan that will help
you reach your financial goals. This review is a great way to start Just
drop by a branch for your review today.

.REGIONS
It's time to expect more.

1.800.regions I savewithregions.com I Or visit a Regions branch today:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------..
.
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~ Birthday Greeting
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Tea Conversations
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Candy Lowe's Tea Time was the spot for recent tea conversations. (Photos by Julia Jackson}
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DO NOVAN MONTRE' DREWEY
A special birthday wish to Prince Donovan Montre'
Drewey, who turned one on September 21st. '
His proud parents are Bill and Carol Drewey and the
grandson of Betty Sheppard and the late James Sheppard
and Sam and Ella Drewey.
Love you from big sister, Dadriana.
They thought he was dead and
gone, but he's still standing
strong. Happy birthday "E."
From, your family.

Candy Lowe listens intently as gentlemen gather in
her tea shop for genuine
conversation.

EVERLETI
jONES, JR.

One of the contributing
participants..was spoken
word artist, LIFE •

Photographer Winston,
enjoying the Tea Time conversations.

One of the participants
was local artist Ron 'sooo
Watts' Watson.

Eddie Adams and Dr. Carl Warren were also among the particip~ts.
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Barbara Griffin and Raymond sWeet participated in the conversations.
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Disaster Seminar Helps Best Buv Awards $5,000 Communitv
Residents 'Be Prepared' Grant To Tampa Bav Academv Of Hope
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Although the 2009 Hurricane
season is at the hal fway point,
officials say it is never too late
to "be prepared." On Thursday,
September 24th, 6 p.m., several
organizations will come together at
th e Lee
Davis
Neighborhood Service Center,
3402 N. 22nd Street, to share
vital information.
Ms. ·Linda Smart, Outre a ch Coordinator for the
Florida
Department
of
Financial Services said , "This
seminar will not only address
the issues of the hurricane season, but will provide useful
information about other areas
of concern . There are several
speakers on the agenda to
address these issues."
Several guest speakers are
slated to participate in the seminar.
Ms. Smart also stated, "We
put this forum together to
advise the general public about
things they need to know before
and after the disaster. As many
people are aware, a disaster is
not always a hurricane. It could
possibly be a fire loss, chemical
spill, or any other natural disaster."
"I am hopeful that our citizens will come out to be
informed and educated by the
various organizations in attendance ·to help them through the
process off being prepared
before a loss," she said.
Agustin .Valdes, Regional
Supervisor and Mike Cox, Fire
Protection Specialist, from the
Florida Division of State Fire
Marshal's Office will speak on
the topic, "After the Disaster
and Home Fire Safety. "
"Protect Yo urse lf Against
Unlicensed and Unscrupulous

MS. LINDA SMART
Outreach Coordinator for
the Florida Department
of Financial Services

Contractors ," is the topic of
Investigator
Gabriel
Acosta, with the Department
of Professional & Business
Regulation.
Doug Douglas, Manager
with the American Red Cross
will address "Planning &
Preparedness. "
Eugene Henry, Manager
of the Hillsborough County
Hazard Mitigation Section, will
discuss the topic of "Flood
Plans and Being Mor e
Resistantfor· Tomorrow."
Ms. Jennifer Durgee,
Resource Specialist with the
Crisis Center of Tampa Bay 2-11, will talk about services provided by the Crisis .Center of
Tampa Bay.
Thurman Lowe, Financial
and
Analyst
E·x aminer
Supervisor with the Division of
Funeral, Cemetery , and
Consumer Services will bring
vital information about licensing and the funeral industry.
Ms. Smart will address the
issue of "The Impo.rtance of
Renters Insurance , Publi c
Adjusters,
and
Flood
Insurance."

The Tampa Bay Academy of
Hope has rece ived a $5 ,000
Community Grant from Best
Buy Co., Inc. Best Buy leaders
at store #1766 , l ocated in
Tamp a, (the West chase location on W. Hillsborough Ave .)
selected Tampa Bay Acade my
of Hope from submitted proposal requests because of their
d edic a ti o n to e mpo we rin g
young teens to excel in· scho.ol,
engage in their community, and
develop leadership skills.
Tampa Bay Academy of Hope
is 501(c)(3) community based
organization that serves at-risk
youth, ages 12 to 18 , who
attend middle a nd high
schools . This program helps
underserved youth gain access
to colleges by focusing on
school attendance and behavior , academic achievement,

JAMES EVANS
· ... Founder
self-esteem, and leadership.
The Best Buy Community
Grants Program is led by
employee committees in each
of the company's eight territories across the United States.
Best Buy believes its employees

are best able to build and maintain lasting community partn ers hip s and s h ould b e
empowered to help direct funding to nonprofit organizations
in their communities through
Community Grants.
Through decades of charitable giving totaling more than
$175 million, Best Buy has supported non-profit organizations
in the communities where our
employees live and work. Best
Buy believes in the power of
teens, and @15 is a platform to
connect with them, give voice
to their perspectives, and invest
our resources - including the
energy and talents of our
employees - to turn their ideas
into action and support their
efforts to lead social change.
·
To learn more, visit
www.atls.com.

Former Bav Area Pastor Is Candidate
For Bishop In CME Church
BY JULIA
JACKSON
One of
Tamp a' s
past pastors
in
the
Christi a n
Methodist
Episcopal
REV. DR.
Church
JOHNNYJ.
JACKSON, III (CME) is a
candidate
for the Office of Bishop in the
2010 election.

Rev. Dr. Johnny James
Jackson, III (also known as
Rev. J. J. Jackson) served as
pastor of Tampa's Holsey
Temple CME Church.
"For me , the call to offer
myself for the Office of Bishop
is just as prOfound as the call to
preach and pastor," he said.
A native of Birmingham, AL,
Rev. Jackson currently serves
under Bishop Thomas L.
Hoyt, Jr. Having been .a
preacher for 29-1/2 years, he
has pastored several churches

and is the Senior Pastor of
Israel Metropolitan CME
Church, Greenville, SC. He also
serves as President of the CME
Ministers' Alliance.
Rev. Dr. Jackson is married to the former Mary L.
Woodard and has 2 sons.
"God has blessed me with
many gifts, skills and experiences that will enhance the
spiritual growth ·to our church
on the connectional level," he
concluded.
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ALLEN TEMPLE A. M. E. CHURCH
Celebrates
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Church Anniversary And Homecoming

~

First Baptist Church of College Hill will be celebrating their 105th
Church Allniversary and Homecoming in October.
The celebration will kick off with a Motorcade on Saturday, Oct.
wth at 9 .a. m. ; talent show planned f~r Thursday, Oct. 15th at 7 p.
m.; and the community festival on Saturday, Oct. 17th, 10 a. m.- 4 p.
m.
On Sunday, Oct. 18th, the pub,li~..)~; ~l}xited t() :jgjn-~th~- memhership in 2·worship~services; 7:50 a. rn:--aild 10:50 a. in.
. :
For additional informati'onf call the'church at (813) 248-6600 and
leave a message for any member of the Planning Committee.
Rev. Dr. EvanS. Burrows is the Senior Pastor.
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"It is the blood that keeps the family together in vnity. " .

,Christ
The Church
1441 E. Fletcher..Ave. • Tampa, FL 33612

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 23RD

(Above The Wooden Nickle)

Is Hosting ·.

TUESDAY,
SEPT. 22ND
AT 7:00 P.M. . ,..·.

3 Power-Packed
Services

REV. WILUE J. COOK
PASTOR

Sept. 24-26, 2009 • 7:30 P.M ,
With
Pastor/Prophet Terry Weems .,,..
.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 24TH
7:00P.M.

SUNDAY SEPT 27TH
SERVICE INCLCUDES:

Of Bradenton, FL .
9:00A.M. CHURCH SCHOO~
10:00 A.M. UNITY DAY SERVICE
4:00 P.M. ALLEN TEMPLE CHURCH
MASS CHOIR CONCERT

"Embracing The Glory"
The Sufferings Of This Present Time Are Not Worthy To Be
Compared With Us The Glory Which Shall Be Revealed In Us.

Pastor Alecia Thomas, Host Pastor
For More Info (813) 943-97Hi
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10-Year-Oid Is MultiTalented Musician
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Caleb poses with Sheila E . and Ringo Starr.

At the age of 10, Caleb
Sanders is an accomplished
0
musician and has mastered
the drums, bass guitar,
~ rhythm guitar and more .. He's
>- ·- already met several celebrities
a:
w · and has.been on national tele[ij vision.
- But, how did all of this start
0
w for young Caleb? His father,
:X: Mark Sanders, said his son
~ was 2 when it all started.
m
He's. a~tually performed at
~ a wedding reception, and it
z was recorded. The recording
was. sent to Fox 13 Television,
and he was interviewed dur~ ing one of therr. sho~ with
m Kathy Fountain.

ffi

ffi

"Caleb's biggest musical
influence is Prince, although
I've always tried to have him
listen to different artists."
At the age of 4, Mr.
Sanders entered his son in a
drum contest being hosted
and sponsored by renowned
percussionist, Sheila E.
"As it turned out, Caleb
was. one. of 7 winners, and got
a . chance to not just meet
Sheila E., butherentrrefamily, including her father,
Pete,. who played with
Carlos.Santana."
Mr. Sanders said they
were all caught off guard
when Caleb first displayed

...!..

hi s talent.
'' I have brothers ~d10 are
m us icians, bu t th ey we re
taught. Caleb was n't taught
and only rece ntly started
playin g with his uncles in a
bam!.
"If I can remember it right,
he first learned to play the
drums. Later, he started playing other percussion instruments and at the age of 7, he
learned to play a bass guitar.
By the time he was 8 , he could
play fi ve different instruments. He also recorded his
first CD."
In Caleb's young life, he's
had music sessions with
Sheila E. and former Beatie,
Ringo Starr.
Mr. Sanders said he and
his wife, Linda, school their
only child at home, and he
and Caleb look forward to
their weekly Boys Night Out.
"When we get together on
Thursdays we travel to different music stores and hang out
until they close."
Mr. Sanders said he and
his wife are very proud of
~aleb, and try very hard to
stay humble as a family.
"That's impmtant to us,·
because we want him to have
a normal..life in -spite of~qis
accomplishments. All · he
wants to do in the future is
play and compose music."
Mr. Sanders invites everyone to go onto Caleb's website. and li$ten ·to his music
and judge for .yourself. l;lis
website is www.calebesanders.com.
Reporter Leon B.·Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or emailed at
lcrews@flsentinel.com •
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New Pharmacv oners
Personalized Service

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Pharmacies
like
Walgreen's, CVS, and WalMart may offer you drivethrough service and a big corporate name, but a new
Tampa pharmacy said what it
offers is something you can't
find in the major outlets .
"We offer more personalized service," . said Mika
Caruana, Administrative
Assistant for the new One
Stop Rx Pharmacy.
One Stop Rx is an independent pharmacy whose
goal is to set up neighborhood
facilities where people can
feel more connected.
. ~ "Our.idea is t]:lat cy lOC,ilting
· our phal·macy withiti the
community, we can offer a lot
more. one-on-one service,"
said Caruana.
"One thing we .do the others don't is offer personal consultation. rooms instead of
having you stand in a line
waiting. People need to get to
know their pharmacist on a
personal level."
One Stop Rx has one pharmacist, Ve~an Nanakumo,

VENAN NANAKUMO
Pharmacist

and a technician who speaks
Spanish for their Hispanic
clients.
One Stop Rx. accepts. all
insurance and . is open
Monday,through Friday''from
9 a.m.. until 6 p.m. and on
Saturdays from 9 a.m. until 1
p.m.
The pharmacy is conveniently located at 4830 North
Armenia Avenue, and the first
100. customers will receive a
free gift bag with a new pharmacy Rx or Rx transfer.
One Stop x Pharmacy's
motto is: "A healthy family is
a happy family."
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Corporation To Develop Communities
Of Tampa, Inc.
"17th YEAR CELEBRATION
LUNCHEON?'
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Hyatt Regency- Downtown Tampa
September 29, 2009
Luncheon StartsAt 11:30

Connections for
:omiDaiJtesin Today's Eco,noiiJIY ' ' :.

SaturcJaY, September 26, 2009·• aa.m. to 4p.m.

Keynote Speaker: Dr. DeForest BlakeSdllrles, Jr.
Theme: "Homeownership: Promotion and Presentation
During HardEconomic limes"

Quorum Hotel

700 North Westshore BoulevM'd • Tampa, Rorida 33609
Registration $20

(Includes c:on,t1nertal breakfast and networking luncheon with keynote spl!ilker)

This event brings together small and minority businesses
to present opportunities to do business with the
City of Tampa, public/private sectors and other businesses.
This event Is open to the public.

Spccializin!l. In:

Semi-Permanent
Extension

Dr. DeForest B. Soaries, Jr. is the Seniur

.00

·Dr. Soanes has led First Baptist in the con-

~* • • ,~

SPECIAL!

To.register, become a sponsor, vendor or volunteer,
please visit our website for more Information at
www.tampagov.neVMAAAC or email at '
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Month Of September
Seeking Eyelash Extl!ns ion Tech
Please Call For More Info.

Call Now For Appointments
Walk-Ins Welcome

(813) 770-1138
lld tlJHII Ju,],,J,

Pastor of the First Baptist Church of Lincoln

Gardens in Somerset, New Jersey. A pioneer
of the

ta~~-ba~ed

community development.

struction of a new $20 million church complex ·and he fonnation of
non-protit
entities to serve the community surrounding
the church.
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Motivational Speaker
looks Back On
Troubled Past
Glenda Powell feels she's
completely reformed from her
des tructive past, and wants to
help others do the same.
Ms . Po w ell said her life
experiences caused her to be
bitter and angry for years.
"I did everything wrong. I
was addi ct ed to drug s a nd
live d a life that wasn 't good
for me, or my children. I
didn 't ca re what an yone
thought or said."
Periods of incarceration and
being institutionalized gave
Ms. Powell an opportunity
to reflect on her life.
''I've always been a spiritual
person, but not religious. I do
believe in God and thanks to
Him, I've been transformed to
succeed."
"I know God had a purpose
for everything I've gone
through and now as a motivational speaker, I try to help
others."
Ms. Powell said she's able
to smile now, and has developed a great sense of humor.
"I've created a motivational
speaking company so. I can

GLENDA POWELL

reach out to others . I feel I ·
have so much to share, I can
make a difference in the life of
another person going through
what I went through.
"All they have to do is reach
out, and not be afraid to step
out on faith."
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews@jlsentinel.-com.

2nd Annual Small, Minoritv
Business Symposium Planned
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On Saturday, September
26t h , beginning at 8 a.m.,
th e
Mayor 's
Afric a n
Ame rican Advisory Council
(MAAAC) , in conjunction
with the City of Tampa, will
host th e 2009 Smal l and
Mi n or ity
Bu s in ess
Symposium. The symposium
will be held at th e Quorum
Ho t el , 700 N. Wes ts hor e
Boul eva rd (off Westshor e
and Cypress) .
It will bring together
small and minority businesses seeking to increase business opportunities. Some of
the solution-b ased workshops being offered include
training, education, business
skills development, federal
stimulus dollars, green initiatives, and finance.
Ms. Elle Gilder and
Herman Broxton are
sharing the duties of
Chairperson.
The Symposium culminates with a business matching trade show and panel
discussions with guests from
local government, and the
public and private sector.
The symposium includes

HERMAN BROXTON
... Symposium
Co-Chairman

complimentary breakfast
and a networking luncheon
with keynote speaker
Attorney Frederick H.L.
McClure, Partner - DLA

Piper US LLP.
~
Entitled, "S ucce s sful I'>J
Busin e ss Conn ecti ons I'>J
for Small & M inori t y ~
Companie s In T o d ay 's ~
Economy," it is sponsored
by Qu oru m Hotel , TECO ,
Florida
S e ntin e l
Bulletin , H ill s b or oug h
County Aviation Auth ority,
CH2MHill, BWBOEE , the
Brandon Gazette, Pickett
Public Relations Group ,
Collateral Marketing Group,
and the Power Broker
Magazine.
To register or for more
information, visit www.tampa~oy . net/MAMC or contact MAAAC Liaison Carla
Jackson at (813) ,274-8152
or
via
email
at
MAMC@tampagov.net.

East Tampa General
Meeting Planned
A general membership meeting of the East Tampa Business
and Civic Association will be held on Thursday, September
24th, at 6 p.m. The meeting will be held at the Cyprus Green
Center, 2101 E. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Blvd.
Ms ; Dianne Hart, president of the organization, is
encouraging residents and business owners to attend the
meeting.
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Moffitt Cancer Center To·
Host Brain Tumor Talks
r·

Moffitt Cancer Center and the American Brain Tumor
Association will host "Brain 1umor Talks" from 5:30 to
6 :30 p.m. Sept. 29 in the Vincent A. Stabile Research
Building, David R: Murphey Conference Room, 12902
Magnolia Drive. The event is free and open to the public.
Complimentary Gold Valet parking is provided.
Dinner and.refreshments will be served at 5 p.m. Those
wishing to attend should R.S.V.P. by Sept. 25 by calling 1888-MOFFIIT.
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3602 7th Avenue *Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719

tJ Keys Made ·
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Latex Flat White 'Paint.. ............$5.99 gal.
·Oil Outside White Paint.. ........$14.90 gal
Roller Pan Set.. ....................... $3.49 ea.
3" Brushes.................................99¢ ea.
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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Sports

Bucs Self-Destruct For
Second Straight Week
Last week when the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers faced the
Dallas Cowboys, they were
very much in the game until
they self-destructed and lost
34-21.
This past Sunday In Buffalo,
the Bucs repeated their selfdestructive habit when they
lost a 33-20 game to the Bills.
A frustrated coach
Raheem Morris must retool his team to eliminate
repeated mistakes that have
cost them their first two
games.
In two games, the Bucs have
allowed 900 yards of offense,
including 438 against
Buffalo.
In Sunday's contest, the
Bucs displayed a lack of discipline with facemask calls,
false starts, and pass interference calls.

Beaslev To Leave
Rehab Facilitv

Although Byron Leftwich
passed for nearly 300 yards
and did toss 3 tou chdowns,
his passes continue to sail
high over the heads of wideopen receivers, and receivers
continue to drop passes. Also,
the Bucs have not been able
to establish an effective running game.
On defense, Coach Morris
stoOd by and witnessed the
same breakdowns and lack of
concentration by his starters,
and how they have surrendered big plays two straight
weeks.
It will not get any easier for
the Bucs as the New York
Giants, coming off a victory
over the Dallas Cowboys,
come to Raymond James
Stadium Sunday. Kickoff is at
1p.m.
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Ochocinco's Lambeau
leap Hiuhliuhts
BenuaiWin
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CHAD OCHOCINCO

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
-- Watching the clock about
to tick down to o:o2, Aaron
Rodgers took the snap,
faked a spike and looked to
the end zone.
For a split second, it looked
like the Cincinnati Bengals

were about to blow their second last-minute lead.
But the Bengals (1-1) were
bailed out by a false-start
penalty and barely salvaged a
31-24 victory over the Green
Bay Packers at Lambeau
Field on Sunday.
The Bengals were cruising
to win, breaking a 21-all tie
when Chad Ochocinco
caught a 13-yard TD pass
from C~Jrson Palmer in the
third quarter and delivered
on his promise to perform a
"Lambeau leap."
Ochocinco ran toward the
stands and spotted a small
group of fans in Benga1s
orange in the front row near
the end zone, then leaped
into them - just like players
from the home team do after
they score.

Mavweather Defeats
Marquez Bv Unanimous
Decision

MICHAEL BEASLEY

Michael Beasley's
extended tenure at a Houston
rehab facility has reached its
finish line.
A source familiar with the
terms of Beasley's stay at
the substance-abuse center
said the second-year Miami
Heat forward is on the verge
of completing his treatment
program this weekend.

Park President:
No Pavton Statue
AI Soldier Field

WALTER PAYTON

Chicago Park District
Board President Gery
Chico said Friday he doesn't think a memorial statue
of late Bears great Walter
Payton belongs near
Soldier Field. "I'd like to see
an appropriate commemoration of Walter Payton's
life and achievements in an
appropriate location. I don't
think that it's in Soldier
Field, or even the immediate
periphery of Soldier Field,"
Chico said. "That is for the
memory of honoring our
veterans, those who have
given their lives."

Floyd Mayweather Oeft) pummeled the lighter Juan Manuel
Marquez on Saturday.

LAS VEGAS -- Money
came back with a guarantee.
Floyd Mayweather Jr.
told the world he was still its
best boxer despite taking 21
months off, and he backed
up every boast with every jab
in an impressive victory.
Although next time out,
hopefully he'll pick on somebody his own size.
·
Mayweather overpow. ered the smaller, lighter
Juan Manuel Marquez
for an unanimous decision
Saturday night, maintaining
his perfect record in his
comeback from retirement.

Bradlev suspended For
Remainder Of Season,

'

~

/·' Presented By Iris Rojas "'·.,
/'

Hosted By Ardyss International
Future President: Iris Rojas

'\
MILTON BRADLEY

ST. LOUIS -- Milton
Bradley,s season is finished. Perhaps his days with
the Chicago Cubs are,~oo.
The Cubs suspended their
volatile outfielder for the
rest of the season Sunday,

Lose 2 to 3 Sizes In Minutes!!!
While Losing Weight &
Making BIG Money!!!

•
•
•
•

No Gimmicks
No Surgery
No Diet
No Exercise

www.ILost3DressSizes.com

Mayweather knocked
down Marquez in the second round and then peppered him with countless
damaging shots to remain
unbeaten (40-0, 25 KOs) .
Still, his impressive effort
couldn't be viewed without
weighing the obvious disadvantages in height and
strength faced by the talented Marquez, a 130pounder just 18 months ago
who moved up two weight
classes for this once-in-acareer payday at the MGM
Grand Garden.

one day after he criticized
the team in a newspaper
interview.
Bradley was disciplined
for conduct detrimental to
·the team. General manager
Jim Hendry said he decid- ·
. ed to send Bradley home
after learning of the player's
remarks. Bradley, scratched from Saturday's lineup
with a sore left knee, was
quoted as saying "you understand why they haven't won
in 100 years here."
Bradley has two years
remaining on a three-year,
$30 million contract that he
signed as a free agent last
offseason. Hendry said he
doesn't know if the relationship can be salvaged.

FREE EXPERIENCES 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Call Iris To Schedule Your
Free Experience At
813-967-1649
,'
7211 N. Dale Mabry Hwy • Suite 203 /
(Between Waters And ltamilton)
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Tampa's Vann Rai-ns
on Bison
BY TED TAYLOR
1 he fans who stayed away

fro the Thursday night tilt
be ween the Rattlers of
Fl rida A & M University
an the Bison of Howard
Un 'versity b ecause of the
we 1ther missed a scoring
tre t , led by All-American ·
kic returner Leroy Vann
of 'ampa Blake High School.
crowd of 7,668 braved a
ste dy downpour lasting all
da and through the first
qu rter of the game, to see
Va n add two more punt
ret trns to his school record
for touchdowns, on the way
to 48-10 drenching of the
Bis n.
he offense took charge
fro n receiving the opening
kic off scoring on a tenya d run by running back
Ph 'llip Sylvester, who
sta ted for the first time
aft r missing the first two
es due to injury, for a 7ad early in the quarter.
offense had a short field
of nly twenty-five yards as
Va n returned the kickoff
s
-eight yards.
n its next series beginnin at their own four-yard
lin , quarterback Curtis
Pu ley culminated the long
dri e with a 46-ya'rd strike to
wi e receive,r Kevin
El ott, to stretch the lead to ·
14- . Unable to move the
hal again on its next possessio , Vann took a short
pu t at the Bison 40-yard
lin and ran. unto_u ched for
his sixth career touchdown
ret rn.
er placekicker Trevor
Sc tt kicked his career-iong
fie d goal of forty-·s even
- yar s to increase the score to
24 10 e.arly in the second
qu rter, Howard finally got
on he board using a 30-yard
blocked punt return by
Ca ey Council to cut the
lea to 24-7. FAMU .fol-

LEROYVANN

lowed with another Pulleyto-Elliott hookup.
Thereafter, the teams traded 'field goal~ as Howard's
Dennis Wiehberg con nected on a 38-yarder, with
thirty-three seconds left in
the quarter and Scott
padded his career-long dis- ·
tance connecting on a 51yarder. The Rattlers got into
field goal range with a short
field, setup by the Bison
kickoff going out-of-bounds
trying to avoid Vann, and
the ensuing return by Vann
after the penalty re-kick.
The halftime score was 3410.
Neither team could do anything offensively in t~e third
quarter until true freshman
runningback Eddie Rocker
dashed in from ten yards
out. A minute later, Vann
struck for his seventh career
punt return touchdown, this
time from sixty-six y·a rds.
The 48-10 score held as neither team scored in the
fourth period.
On next Saturday, the 3-0
Rattlers travels to Atlanta,
Georgia, to battle the
Tennessee State Tigers in
the Atlanta Classic in the
Georgia Dome. None of the
current Rattlers have seen
an unbeaten slate three
games into the season. ..,

Plrice Helps Ravs Continue
Masterv Of Halladav

PETERSBURG -- Roy
laday Jllade one bad
and that's all it took for

another loss to Tampa Bay.
David Price allowed one
ru~ over 6 2-3 innings, Carl
Crawford hit a two-run
homer and the Rays beat
Halladay and the Toronto
Blue Jays 3-1 on Sunday.
The Rays are 4-1 against
Halladay this year, and
became the first team to beat
the Toronto ace four times
during the same season.
Halladay (15-10) allowed
two runs and 10· hits over
seven innings. The right- .
hander has lost five · of his
last seven starts.

Tampa Bandits.
Traveled To
Manatee Countv For
Weekend Games
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The games this past weeke nd we r e in Ma n a t ee
County, where the Bandits
played the Palmetto Trojans
a nd the Ea st Ma n at ee
Bulldogs.
The Flag team tied with
the Trojans . On the Tiny
Mites level, the Bandits and
the Bulldogs tied. Mitey
Mites level the Bandits beat
the Bulldogs 7 - 2. ·Junior
Peewee level, the Bulldogs
won 12 - 6. On the Peewee
level, the Bulldogs won 32 o. Junior Midgets level, the
Bandits won 22 - 14. On the
Midget level, the Bandits
won 32- o.
This week the Bandits will
be at home faCing the New
Tampa Wildcats at the
North Tampa Boys and Girls
Club . The game times are
below:
Flag- 9 a.m.
Tiny Mites - 10 a. m.
Mitey Mites - 11 a. m.
Junior Peewee -1 p.m.
Peewee - 3 p. m.
Junior Midget- 5 p. m.
Midget - 7 p. m.

Eagles RB Brian
Westbrook
Sprained Ankle
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This time, we will feature Shawna as this
week's Beauty Unlimited, because she has
earned the honor. Shawna enjoys meeting new
people and hanging out with her friends, and
when it comes to her future, she -definitely has
plans that will make her very successful.
Shawna believes that hard work Is the remedy
for everything, and the reward at the end will be
greatly appreciated. When it comes down to the
man in her life, Shawna said he must be special
a11d have a great sense of humor. He also must
be a strong man with a will of his own, and be
ambitious enough to never give up on his
dreams. Congratulations to Shawna as this
week's Beauty Unlimited feat.ure.
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BRIAN WESTBROOK

NEW YORK-- After losing
Donovan McNabb in Week
1, the Eagles lost _running
back Brian Westb-rook
when he sprained his right
ankle against the Saints. He
hopes he'll be able to play
next week.
Westbrook had his ankle
taped in the third quarter. He
had 52 yards rushing on 13
attempts.
Westbrook says the ankle
feels sore. He had surgery to
remove scar tissue and bone
fragments from his right
ankle in June.

· Support The
Florida Sentinel
Advertisers
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Attv: Estate Deal Possible
In Michael Jackson Case
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LOS ANGELES -Katherine Jackson's
attorney says a judge's ruling
that she can challenge the
administrators of her son's
estate could result in a deal
that will determine control
of the singer's gargantuan
assets.
Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge Mitchell
Beckloff determined in a
ruling released Friday that
Michael Jackson's mother
can argue against keeping
the men currently administering her son's estate without being disinherited.
Jackson's mother had
sought a favorable ruling
from Beckloff that she
could contest the authority
of attorney John Branca
and rim sic executive John

McClain to guid e th e pop
singer's fo rtun e. Th e me n
were nam ed the executors of
th e es tat e, whi ch co uld be
worth more than Ssoo million, in Michael Jackson's
2002 will.
Beckloff's ruling clears
th e way for further arguments and possibly a hearing on whether the men
were best suited to control
Jackson's considerable
estate. The pair have already
brokered deals for a movie,
books, museum show and
various memorabilia that are
expected to generate tens of
millions of dollars.
Katherine Jackson's
attorneys have not objected
to most of the deals Branca
and McClain have negotiated to date, although they
raised concerns about a deal
involving concert promoter
AEG Live for a memorabilia
exhibit. Other deals include
a $6o million agreement
with Columbia Pictures to
create a movie using footage
of
Jackson's
final
rehearsals for a series of
London comeback concerts.
The film will be released in
theaters for a limited time
beginning in late October,
and the agreement allows
special additions to be produced for DVD sales.
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Berrv: She's Not Pregnant
With Second Child
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HALLE BERRY
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Halle Berry put pregnancy rumors to rest on
Thursday, telling Jay Leno
that the reports of a baby

bump were starting to make
her think she was putting on
weight.
"I was getting a complex!
Because I was like, I've got
to stop with the burgers or
something!" the actress told
the talk show h.ost during
her taping of "The Jay Lena
Show."
Responding to her low-cut,
short black dress, black
thigh-high boots and toned
physique, Leno told her she
looked terrific, to which she
replied: "You know, thank
you for that, Jay, because
that must mean that pregnancy rumors can be put to
bed!"
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Michelle Obama,
BevonceTop
Best Dressed list

MICHELLE OBAMA

Michelle Obama and
Beyonce
JOlll
Kate
Winslet, Taylor Swift and
Kim Kardashian among
People magazine's "10 Best
Dressed Women" of the year,
which appears in its annual
Best & Worst Dressed double
ISSUe.

The First Lady earned the
Best Accessible Glamour
title, while Mrs. Jay-Z was
given the Best Street Chic
distinction by the publication.
Rounding out the list are
Cameron Diaz - Best
Jeans, Nicole Richie - Best
Maternity, Freida Pinto Best Use of Color, Reese
Witherspoon - Best Short
Dresses and Vanessa
Hudgens- Best Hippie.
Winslet took the top
honor of Best Red Carpet
Chic, while Swift had the
Best Sparkle and Kim K was
tagged with Best Bikinis.

HBO Developing
Movie On The
Black Panthers

CARL FRANKLIN

HBO is in development on a
film that explores the origins
and inner circle of the 1960s
Black Panther movement.
According to Variety, "The
Black Panthers" is being
written and helmed by Carl
Franklin, who is also one of
the directors of HBO's
upcoming epic WWII miniseries "The Pacific."
A number of books are
being used as source material
for the project, including the
Huey Newton bio "Huey:
Spirit of the Panther," by_
onetime Panther chief of staff
David Hilliard, along with
Keith Zimmerman and
Kent Zimmerman (and
with a forward by Newton's
widow, Fredrika).
The Elaine Brown autobiography "A Taste of Power:
A Black Woman's Story,"
about her involvement with
the Black Panthers, is also
being used as a reference for
the script.

Cash Monev lawsuit
Against OJ Drama
Gets Thrown Out
Finding th at Cash Mon ey
Records fail ed to provide a
·'va lid legal cla im aga inst
[th e] defendants," a New
York fed eral judge threw out
a case against DJ Drama in
a dispute involving the
alleged illegal sales of Lil
Wayne's music.
The judge cleared Drama
and several other defendants
in the case, in which the distribution company they
signed with was charged
with illegally peddling
Wayne's music, accusations Drama said were
"misplaced."
The beef was not between
mixtape king Drama and
Wayne, who collaborated
earlier this year on
Dedication 3, the third
installment of the popular

DJ DRAMA vs. LIL WAYNE

mixtape series that helped
catapult Wayne to superstar status. But when
Drama began selling his
mixtapes to retail outlets,
Cash Money filed suit
against the Texas-based
company BCD Music Group,
an independent distribution
company that had a contract
with Drama to sell his projects, including the Wayne
collaboration Dedication 2.

50 Cent Slams Kanve

West For VIA Outburst
Kanye West's interruption of Taylor Swift's
acceptance speech for Best
Female Video during the
Video Music Awards on
Sunday night has certainly
had a lot of people talking .
this week - and 50 Cent
weighed in .
"That was interesting,"
said 50, who has crashed
some awards-show stages
himself in the past.
50 said no' amount of apologizing - which West has
now essentially done publicly three times - can balance out what West did to
Swift.
"At that point, you can't
replace it," 50 added. "Even
an apology can't replace
what it feels like for the very
first time receiving that'
award. Now in her head, 'My
first award was Kanye
West.' And it's damaging. I
wish he would come take
one of my awards so I can
black his eye in front of

KANYE WEST vs. 50 CENT

everybody."
West has apologized twice
on his blog to Swift and
Monday night on Jay
Leno's new show, spoke
publicly for the first time
about his outburst. West
held b<\,c~ " te\:}rs as he _told
Leno thathe'd like to meet
with Swift face-to-face and
express his remorse . .
Since Sunday night, however, the backlash ftom fans
and celebrities has been
rampant.
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Death Notices
DEATH

ANNOUNCEMENT
STEPHEN 'STEVE'
RUSSELL
Stephen "Steve" Russell,
passed away at LifePath
Hospice, Melech Hou se on
September 14, 2009.
Memorial services will
be
held
Saturday ,
September 26, 2009, a t 10
a .m. at 34th Street Church
Of God.

EVERffi-DERR &
ANDERSON
FUNERAl HOME
Mr. Troy Lee Green, Jr.,
Tampa.
Mr. Jesse Robert Jenkins,
Tampa.

RAY WilliAMS
FUNERAl HOME
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Mr. Willie Jackson, 3711 E.
Wilder Avenue.
Mr. Andrew Johnson,
Tampa.
Mr. Gilford Johnston,
Tampa.
Mrs. Sadie Lackey, 2113 W.
Kathleen Street.
Mr . ·Edward ·Rodgers,
Tampa.
Mr. David Walker, Sr.,
Temple Terrace.
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Judge: King Siblings Must ·
Meet to Discuss Estate
ATLANTA- - A judge has
ordered the surviving children
of the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. and Coretta Scott
King to hold a shareholders '
m eeting to discuss their
father's estate.
Th e Rev. Bern ice King
and Martin Luther King
III s u ed th e ir brother ,
Dexter King , las t yea r to
force him to open the books of
their father's estate. The lawsuit claimed Dexter King,
the estate's administrator, has
refused to provide documents
concerning the estate's operations.
Coretta Scott King died
in 2006 and Yolanda King,
the Kings' eldest child, died
in 2007 - leaving the three
remaining siblings as the sole
shareholders and directors of
their father's estate.

Dexter King has also sued
his sister, who administers
their mother's estate: He has
asked a judge to force his sister to turn over Coretta
Scott King's personal
papers, including love letters
central to a now-defunct $1.4
million book deal.
The siblings' relationship
has deteriorated in the tense
climate created by their legal
battle.

Detroit Could Be
Completely Broke in oavs

..

WilSON
FUNEIAliOME
Ms. Rosalyn Hall, Tampa.
Mr. Richard Hammonds,
Miami.
Mrs. Delores W. Scott,
Tampa.
Mr. ' Perry Sullivan,

Rev . Bernice King (left)
and Martin Luther King III
are shown in Atlanta.

MAYOR DAVE BING
DETROIT, MI --The clock
is ticking on the Motor City.

The City of Detroit is on the
verge ofgoing broke in 1.
days unless Mayor Dave
Bing can figure out a way to
fix a $300 million deficit.
Bing set Oct. 1 as the deadline to get the city's financial
crisis under control or the city
could fall into receivership.
People are being laid off. Bus
routes are being discontinued.
Schools are closing. City
employees - including public
school teachers - say they fear
for their jobs.

Thono~osassa.

Lewis Defends··ACORN
Against GOP Anacks
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Bertha Lewis, chief organizer for ACORN, appeared
Sunday morning on Fox News,
defending her organization and
facing one of her toughest critics, California Republican Rep.
Darrell Issa.
Lewis' appearance on Fox
followed a week of controversy
touched off when a video was
made public showing ACORN
employees ·offering to assist a
fake pimp_and prostitute set up
a business and get housing aid.
"I was outraged by this .
Everyone should be outraged. I
can understand how Congres!.
was also," Lewis said on "Fox
Sunday Morning." She has
led the organization since 2008.
Both houses of Congress last
week voted to cut off federal
funds to ACORN. And during a
Sunday news show, President
Barack Obama said there
should be an investigation into
the hidden-camera video incident.
Obama told ABC's "This
Week" that what he saw on the
video "was certainly inappropri-

BERTHA LEWIS
ate and deserves to be investi~
gated." But the president did
not say who should investigate.
And he said it is not a major
national issue he pays much
attention to.
ACORN - short for the
·· Association of . Community
Organizations for Reform Nowstarted ·in 1970 in Arkansas to
help the poor and today is a
national, multimillion-dollar
conglomerate. ACORN's political action committee endorsed
Obama for president, and his
campaign paid an ACORN subsidiary $832,000 to help get
out the vote. ·

Police look For Man
Whose Wile, 5 Children
Found Killed
Florida aut h oriti es were
searching Sunday for a 33 year-old man aft er hi s wife
and five children were found
dead in their Naples home.
Mesac Damas pleaded no
co ntes t to the misd emea nor
b attery aga inst Guerline
Damas in June.
The bodies of Guerline
Damas, 32; Michzach, 9;
Marven, 6; Maven, 5;
Megan, 3; and Morgan, 11
months, were discovered
Saturday, Rambosk said.
Authorities have been
unable to locate Mesac
Damas, who possibly left the
country Friday morning and
may be in Haiti, Capt. Chris
Roberts of the Collier County
sheriff's department said
Sunday at a news conference.
There had been a "handful"
of domestic disturbance calls
to police since 2000 involving
the Damas couple, with the
latest resulting in the arrest of
Mesac Damas in January,
Roberts said. Mesac
Damas pleaded no contest to
the misdemeanor battery
against Guerline; Damas in
June, and Roberts said he
does not think Mesac
Damas served any jail time
for the crime.
The six bodies were found
Saturday at about 6:30 p.m., a .
day after police had visited the
ltome to check on the family,
Roberts said.
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MESACDAMAS

When a family member had
not heard from a resident at
the home, the family member
asked authorities on Friday to
do a welfare check on the
house, Roberts said.
Responding police knocked
on the door, but got no
answer, he said, but officers
saw no indications to arouse
their suspicions.
The following morning, the
family member became more
concerned and filed a missing
persons report, which authorities took, Rambosk said.
Later, authorities requested
from property management a
key to the house and an
authorization to enter.
"When we did, we found
the bodies of the individuals,"
he said.
"I can 'tell you that in no
uncertain terms this is the
most horrific and violent
event this community has ever
experienced. This is the worst
ofthe worst."

Tavis Smilev Cuts Back
Ties Over Racism Claims
Tavis Smiley has severed
all ties to Wells Fargo in the
wake of criticism that the
bank targeted AfricanAmerican borrowers for sul:i,prime ~ortgages by using
trusted black speakers to woo
victims to a series of day-long
"Wealth Building" seminars in
Black neighborhoods.
Eight cities across the
country l;wsted such gatherings, which .were promoted
heavily in black media and
featured such prominent
Mrican-Americans as Smiley,
host of his own PBS talk
show, as well as Kelvin
Boston, the host of multicultural financial affairs show
"Moneywise."
In the seminars, Smiley
praised Wells Fargo and
encouraged ·attendees to seriously consider real estate
:nvestments.
A lawsuit brought against
Wells Fargo by Illinois
Attorney General Lisa
Madigan alleges, the bank's
"wealth building" seminars
were a part of its overall ille-
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TAVIS SMILEY

gal and discriminatory practice of steering Black and
Hispanic borrowers into riskier and more. expensive loans,
the suit said.
Smiley said his relation.. ship with Wells Fargo was a
"package deal." In return for·
the company helping to
finance his radio show, he
went on the road for Wells
Fargo. He said he owns his
own radio and television show
and while it frees him from ~
network control, it also C)
requires him to come up with m
his own financing.
01
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Crime

Man suspected Of sening Apanment
Fire Described As 'Depressed'
~

Like ma ny othe r
Floridia n s, Ge zaheign
Awas i , 45, was dep ressed
s in ce h e lost hi s j ob . On
Monday mor nin g, h e was
b eing held on suspicion of
arso n in an apartment fi re at
6910 West Waters, just east
of Ha nley Road in Town 'N
Country.
Aw a s i , a n Eth io pi a n
immigrant, was taken from
the complex handcuffed and
on a stretcher after firefightGezaheign Awasai is removed on a stretcher from the scene
ers failed to contain the fire .
of an apartment fire he's suspected of setting.
No one was injured.
Officials said Tsehai
morning for work and
Gemechu ran home and
Zike, 39, Awasi's wife, told
school.
met
her mother outside.
them they moved to the area
said
Gemechu
Officials
Both
stood crying and terri3 years ago and Awasi had
was walking to her bus stop
worked ·at a credit company
fied thinking Awasi was still
when she noticed her father
until he was laid off in
inside the apartment.
March. She also said her \ waving from the window.
However, investigators
She thought it was strange
husband was on medication
said neighbors reported that
for him to be up so early. She
for depression, but was a
Awasi had been running
called her mother to have
good person. She said he
around the building, screamher check on him, according
enjoyed reading the Bible
ing and wrestling with a
to investigators.
and singing.
neighbor who was warning
When Zike got the call,
According to Hillsborough
other
residents about the
she was outside the home
County Fire Rescue personfire.
He
also fought with
getting in her car. She
nel, 16 families were disanother
resident
who was
returned to the apartment,
placed in 8 units.
trying
to
move
his
car.
but said the· door was chain
Zike and her 18-year-old
When rescue personnel
locked
and her husband
daughter,
Mahlet
arrived , Awasi was taken
would not let her inside .
Gemechu, had left the
into custody.
That's when she called 9-1-1.
apartment early Monday

Woman SentencedTo
Five Years on Child
Neglect Charges

Teenager Not
Guiltv Of
Murdering
Teacher

Shooting Suspect
Arrested
Hi ll sboro ugh Co unt y
Sheriffs deputies arrested a
27-year-old man Friday in
co nn ecti on with a shooting
last Wednesday night.
De pu tie s sa id Ca lee m
LaRon d e was driving on U.
S. 92 Frid ay ni ght wh e n
deputies spotted him. A warrant had bee n issued for his
arrested in connection with
the shooting of Christopher
Carbo a t th e Pali s ades
Apartm ents on Camino Real
Road . He was hospitalized
with non-life thre a tening
injuries.
Deputies said LaRonde
sped away from them and slid
off the roadway, running into
the cars of two people. No
one was seriously injured in
the crash.
LaRonde was taken to a
local hospital to be medically

CALEEM LARONDE

cleared before he was transported to jail on charges of
possession of cocaine, possession of drug paraphernalia,
aggravated fleeing to elude,
armed robbery, attempted
murder, aggravated assault
with a deadly weapon, and
kidnapping. He is being held
without bond.

Medical Examiner Rules
Children's Deaths
Were Accidents

MICHAEL
ERVIN, JR.

ZIONNA
ERVIN

The Hillsborough County
Medical Examiner's Office
h a s r elease d the autopsy
reports on two children who
died last month.
The report indicates the

deaths of 18-month-old
Zionna Ervin and s~ month
old Kaden Warren were
accidental. The children were
hospitalized August 13th with
unnaturally high body temperatures. The medical examiner's report indicated the
children had hyperthermia,
the result of being left in a hot
environment.
The children 's father,
Michael Ervin, Jr., still
faces two counts of aggravated manslaughter in the case.
Ervin, 26, is facing charges
because the children were in
his custody a t the time of
their deaths.

MICHAEL BALKARAN ,
LAVON ROWELlS

.
Tuesday, a-judge.sen"'
tenced ·Christina ·Rowells
to five years in prison on
child neglect charges.
Rowells, 26, and her hus.band, Lavon, both entered
pleas to two counts of
child neglect after prosecutors proved they left their
two children roaming a
motel hallway while they
were out playing video
games.
· Christina Rowells was
not at last Tuesday's hearing
aftex: failing to appear at two
earlier sentencing hearings.
CD
A warrant was issued for
,.. Rowell's arrest in July, but
~ authorities have not arrested
her.

If

.According to prosecutors,
the couple lef tihefr sick 2
and 3-year-old ch ildren
alone for 4 hours at the
Rodeway Inn in May 2008.
Court records indicate
Lavon Rowells, 24 ,
dropped his wife off at a
strip club to work, then got
bored at the motel and went
back to visit her while the
children slept.
When Christina Rowells
got off work, she and Lavon
went to a fast food restaurant and to a friend's house
to play a video game.
La st month, Lavon
Rowells was sentenced to
two years in prison and five
years probation.

A Tampa teenager has
been acquitted of murder
. charges.
. Prosecutors said Michael
Balkaran, 18, and Titus
Hill, 19 , tried to rob St.
Petersburg teacher Sean
Ellenberger, 39, last year
at a Seffner home.
During the offense,
Ellenberger and Hill traded gunfire, and both were
killed.
Under Florida law. a person can be charged with
murder just for being
involved in a felony where
someone dies. However, a
jury did not think the law
applied in this case.
Balkaran received a not
guilty verdict on all charges
and was later released.
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
OFTHE STATEOF
NEVADA IN AND FOR
THE COUNTY OF WASHOE
Case No.: DV 09-00576
Dept.: No. 13
Sara Ariel Scanio
Plaintiff(s)
vs.
Kristin Earl Fullenwider
Defendant( s)
SUMMONS
TO THE DEFENDANT: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED. THE
COURT MAY DECIDE AGAINST YOU WITHOUT YOUR
BEING HEARD UNLESS YOU RESPOND IN WRITING
WITHIN 20 DAYS. READ THE INFORMATION BELOW
VERY CAREFULLY.

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 13th
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

NOTICE OF REQUEST
FOR QUALIFICATIONS
Hillsborough Community
College

Case No.: 2009-4897
CIVIL DIVISION
U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as
Trustee for Terwin Mortgage Trust 2004-21 HE,
Asset-Back Certificates, Series 2004-21 HE
(Plaintiff)
vs.
ELBIS MARTINEZ and JORGE FELIX GONZALEZ
and all unknown parties claiming by, through,
under and against the above named De.f endants
who are unknown to be dead or alive whether
said unknown are persons, heirs, devisees, grantees,
or other claimants; PRIME ACCEPTANCE CORP.;
TENANT 1/UNKNOWN TENANT; and
TENANT II/UNKNOWN TENANT, in possession
of the subject real property, et al;
·
(Defendants)

is accepting submissions
for the following:
RFQ # 2514-10
Construction Management
Services
Automotive Mechanics
Laboratory
Due Date: 10/13/2009
before 1:00 p.m.
For more information,
please visit our website at:
www.hccll .edu/dao/admin·and·
finance/departments/purchasing.aspx

click on Current
Solicitations

A civil complaint or petition has been filed by the
plaintiff(s) against you for the relief as set forth in that
document (see complaint or petition) . When service is by
publication, add a brief statement of the object of the action.
See Nevada rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 4(b).
Jhe object of this action is: Complaint for Divorce No Minor Children.
1. If you intend to defend this lawsuit, you must do the
following within 20 days after service of this summons,
exclusive of the day of service:
a. File with the Clerk of the Court, whose address is
shown below, a formal written answer to the complaint or
petition, along with the appropriate filing fees, in accordance
With the rules of the Court, and;
b. Serve a copy of your answer upon the attorney or
plaintiff(s) whose name and address is shown below.
2. Unless you respond, a default will be entered upon
application of the plaintiff(s) and this Court may enter a
judgment against you for the relief demanded in the
complaint or petition.
'

NOTICE OF SALE

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:

HOWARD W. CONYERS
CLERK OF THE COURT
By: N. DELGADO
DEPUTY CLERK
Second Judicial District Court
75 Court Street
Reno, Nevada 89501

Fax 24/7 To (813) 248-9218
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that pursuant to the final judgment/order in the above noted case, that I will sell the following
property situated in Hillsborough County, Florida described as: to :
LOT 19, BLOCK 28, JOHN H. DREW'S SUBDIVISION
OF NORTH-WEST TAMPA ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
THEREOF RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 4, PAGE 73
OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA.
Street Address: 3011 West Ivy Street
Tampa, Florida 33607
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Cutting It Low
Barbers & Braiders Wanted
60/Parsons - Brandon
(813) 217-2462
Avon Representatives

at public sale , to the highest and best bidder for cash, at
2:00 P.M. on the 2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202, in the George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, at 800 E. Twiggs Street, Tampa, Florida
33602, on October 13. 2009. The highest bidder shall immediately post with the Clerk, a deposit equal to five percent (5%) of the
final bid. The deposit must be cash or cashier's check payable to
the Clerk of the Court. Final payment must be made by 12:00 P.M.
the next business day.

ATTN: PERSONS 'WITH DISABILITIES. IF YOU
ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABilriTY WHO NEEDS ANY
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
PROCEEDING, YOU ARE ENTITLED, AT NO COST TO YOU,
TO THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN.ASSISTANCE. PLEASE
CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE COURT ADMINISTRATOR AT
813 272-7040 WITHIN TWO WORKING DAYS OF YOUR
RECEIPT OF THIS DOCUMENT IF YOU ARE HEARING OR
VOICE IMPAIRED, TOO AT (813) 2727-6169 OR FLORIDA
RELAY SERVICE AT (800) 955-8nO.

Needed All Areas!
Call 813-832-4282

By: /sf TONY A TUCKER
DEPUTY CLERK
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New Child Care Center
In North Tampa Area

:xJ

AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO .COM

Now Hiring
Experienced. Staff
Staff Credential- Toddler
Pre-School Teachers .
Please Call (813) 325-2506
Leaders Wanted
Supervisors, Managers
Directors
Free Training
(No Experience Necessary)
Great Compensation Plan

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
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Or E-mail

100% Commission
Dated this 9th day of September. 2009.

For AII'Your Legal Or Classified Advertising
Needs-..... Call LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
Ema.i l ledwards@flsentinel.com Or
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m

ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE
A CLAIM WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

Sara Ariel Scanio
580 Cortono Drive,
Reno, NV 89521·4293
ns-721·2817
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Dated this 1sl day of April. 2009.
Issued on behalf of Plaintiff(s)
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-Call Iris
813-967-1649

Visit Our Website @~
www .flsentinel. com
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Recently Remodeled
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3/2 Home

en

Stainless Steel Appliances

>~

$77 ,800
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Jackson Heights
2 Bedroom/1 Bath House
Fenced Yard
$585. 00/Monthly
$350.00/Deposit

c
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Owner Will Assist With

1-

Closing Cost

Call (813) 482-2234

Call Now
For More Information
(813) 259-4663
www.myfinanci alconhections.com

Furnished
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
With Pool , CHA
Washer & Dryer Included
$950 .00/Monthly
No Deposit

Down Payment And

::J

Call (813) 223-1490

Customer Service Learning Coordinator - Tampa, FL
Section 8 Welcome
This role will be responsible for all logistical aspects of a client engagement including: scheduling
AchieveGiobal trainer resources, coordinating shipment/del ivery of materials, revenue booking and billing of

Brand New

expenses for all aspects of Private Seminars.
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Shows Like A Model

Key Responsibilities

Double Garage
• Effectively receive and acrurately input orders, schedule and
coord inate resources and materials for all Delivery modes,
including private seminars, viLT sessions, Supplemental
Delivery components and other related selling transactions
• Schedue trainers and negotiate when sched!ling conflicts ocrur
• Accurately enter invoices for service billing as needed, including travel expenses
• Process retlllls and credits, following authorization procEd!res

•

• Maintain acrurate customer information files
• Enter participant and certification information as needed
into customer database
• Produce and distribute order verification and confirmations
• Input logistical data in an accurate and timely manner into
databases
• Model an effective blend of business and human skills and
behaviors

Qualifications

• High school diploma or GEO. required
• 2-4 years relall!d customer service experience. preferably in a
proactive service environment
• Demonstrated Prqject Coordination Skills
• Demonstrated problem solving/decision making skills
• Effective written and oral comrrunication skills

• Effective organizational and documentation skills
• Demonstrable time management capabil ities, with the ability
to perform under pressure
• Computer literate: Microsoft Office experience required
(including IMlrd, Excel and PowerPoint)
• Outlook and Lawsoo and/or SalesForce.corn experience preferred
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For consideration. v1sit our website at wwwachievcglobal.com/careers and click on
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"Customer Service " to read a complete JOb description. apply online for this position,
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You may also
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fax the HR Generalist at (813) 975-9720. No pl10ne calls please.

J\chieveGiobal is au AA/EEO company striviug for strength through diversity
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Call (813) 610-8256
3007 42nd Street North

3/1 Home
4207 S. Sandalwood Cr$1,000/Montly
Block Homes
Freshly Painted
Professionally Cleaned And
Immediately Available
Section 8 Preferred
(813) 690-0338

2 Bedroom/2 Bath
With Den
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher
And Microwave Included
$800 .00/Monthly
$800.00/Deposit
(813) 895-0175
Sulphur Springs

Gated, Pool

2/1 Home - Remodeled
New Everything
Washer/Dryer Included
Very Nice
$750.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Section 8 Preferred

WDH, Screened Patio

(813) 690-3320

Westchester
Condominiums

Section 8 OK

z
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Cute 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Area, CHA, WDH
Fenced Yard, Carport
$850.00/Monthly
Available Now!

Call (813) 503-0493

Available Now
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With Pool

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
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Gated Community

and attach your resume as an MS Word or PDF document.
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3/2'h Townhome

Seminole Heights

Tiled Floors

Receive $8,000 Tax Credit From The IRS
(Must Be In Home By November 30, 2009)

Newly Renovated Home Only $77,800
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths ; Double Fenced Yard; Stainless Steel Appliances;

Ceramic Tile;

··

Downpayment And
Or Closing Costs

5 Bedrooms/4 Baths

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

$34,900!

$199.00/Monthly!

Listings 800-366-9783

813-259-4663 Ext. 120

Ext H489
HUD Homes!

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT ....
DUPLEXES

.. EMPLOYMENT
APARTMENTS

ROOMS FOR RENT

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEASE OPTIONS ETC. ADVERTISE IT IN THE

FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

4 Bedroom Only

Only $405.00/Monthly!
At 8%

Gall Now

HUD Homes!

Bank Foreclosure!

5% Down 15 Years

Assistance Available.

Call (813) 960-8490

$215.00/Monthly!
Tampa Home For Rent
.3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2609 Genessee Street
Section 8 OK
Call Leib Or Denise
At (813) 689-6595

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$199 .00/Monthly!

505 West 129th Avenue

4 Bedroom Only

4 Bedroom/1 Yz Bath Home

$215.00/Monthly!

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

5% Down 15 Years@ 8%
Listings 800-366-9783
Ext 5490

CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
Call Iris 813-967-1649

5% Down
15 Years@ 8%,
Listing 800-366-9783
Ext 5649
YborCity
And West T"mpa
3 & 4 Bedroom Homes
As Low As
A $500.00 Deposit
Section 8 Welcomed!
Call V & V
(813) 259- 4663
www.myfinancialconnections.col

3403 N. 48th Street

2010 North MacDill

Ybor Area Home

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Large 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Section 8 Welcome

Very Large Fenced Yard

CHA. WDH, Fenced

Available October 1st

Newly Remodeled

Very Secure

Section 8 Only

1302 E. Columbus Drive

Call (813) 713-4055 Or
Darrel (813) 735-5295

Available Now
(813) 240-8108

$765.00/Monthly
$700/Deposit
813-961-Q666

$215.00/Monthlyl
2109 East 23rd Avenue
4 Bedroom/3 Bath
HUD Homes!

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

8512 11th Street

5% Down 15 Years

CHA, Washer Hook-up

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

@8%

Carport, Fenced Yard

$900 .00/Monthly

$850 .00/Monthly

$400. 00/Deposit

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext 5492
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Central Heat And Air

$850.00/Deposit Negotiable

Water Included

Contact Jonda
(813) 239-0600
Or (727) 320-7310

Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 335-0076
(813) 885-5226

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Carport
$750 .00/ Monthly

Progress Village
7901 Dahlia

$500.00/Deposit

4 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

Central Heat/Air
Fenced Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-up

South Tampa
4901 South 82nd Street

$700.00/Security

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Call (813) 610-8062

$900. 00/Month

CHA, Fenced Yard
Internet Conne"ction
$400.00/Deposit
$750.00/Monthly
(813) 476-4437
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Remodeled Home
For Rent In
Sulphur Springs
Section 8 Ok
North Brooks Street
$685.00/Monthly

Ybor Area
4 Bedroom/2 Bath Home
Newly Renovated, CHA
WDH, Near Schools
And Busline
. $925 .00/Monthly
$800.00/Security
Call (813) 505-1860
Clair Mel

;, FAIR GROUNDS'AREA
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
2 ·Bedroom/1 Bath

Nice Neighborhood, CHA

Cement Block

Carport With Utility Room

Family Room

$875.00/Monthly

Screened Patio

$800.00/Deposit

Excellent Condition

Available· Now

Great Neighborhood
No Section 8

(813) 210-4339

$795.00/Monthly
East MLK Area
813-286-0780

Large 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath

Den, Double Car Garage

Home For Rent In

Washer/Dryer ln,cluded

Charming 4 Bedroom/
2 Bath
Lots Of Windows
$1,150/Monthly
Ready For October
Move-In
Section 8 Welcome

Seminole ·Heights

Ceramic Tile Throughout

Nice Home, Nice Area

(813) 220-8658

Vaulted Ceiling

Section 8 OK

Large Screen Lanah

$1100.00/Month

$1,300.00/Monthly
Plus Security

Contact Dennis
@ 813-407-8439

Woodland Subdivision
8013 Deerwood Circle
Large 3/2 Home

Contact Dennis
@ 813-407-8439

(813) 895-0175

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition -Tuesday@ 3:00 P.M.

Coin Box Locations

West Tampa
2521 Union Street
Living Room, Dining Room
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Air Conditioned
Appliances/Washer
Included
$750 .00/Monthly

HESS EXPRESS ~ .
Busch Blvd. (B.y Bush Gardens)
Florida Ave. I Linebaugh Ave.

(813) 253-3870

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME
YOUR AD IS PUBLISHED ,

FAX YOUR ADS 24/7
TO: 813.248.9218 Or Email
ledwards@flsentinel.com

205 E. Alexander St., Plant City
597 S. Wheeler St., Plant City

HARTLine Terminals
(University Area)·
Livingston Ave.
(West Tampa)
Hime and /MLK Blvd.
(East Lake Area)
56th Street

Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd.
River Pines Apts., 40th Street
Centro Place, 21 st Ave./15th St.
JL Young Apts., Nebraska/Bird St.
Epiphany Arms Apts., Hanna/22nd
Univ. Comm. Hasp., 30th/Fletcher
St. Joseph Hosp .~ MLK/Habana
Tampa Gen. Hasp. by McDonalds
Presbyterian Village- North Blvd.
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Sulphur Springs
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Apartment
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2 Bedroom/1 Bath
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CHA, No Pets
$575 .00 - $600 .00/Monthly
Water Included

~

1-

Call (813) 810-7725

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Starting At $480.00

Section 8 Only

Available Room For Rent

0 Deposit

In Ybor Heights At:

$200.00 Sign On Bonus

Tile Floors, Walk In Closet
Ask About Our 2 Bedroom
Close-Out Special"

Or (813) 996-7725

CALL 813-975-0258
Move-In Specials

Accepting 2 & 3 Bedroom
Vouchers
New Paint - Quiet Area
(813) 789-3879
Hyde Park North

Duplex Apartment

$80.00-$100.00

Apartments, CHA

Quiet Neighborhood

Weekly+ Deposit

$625.00/Monthly

Central AIC

0 L'eposit

z
<(

Call (813) 972-1560

0
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Sulphur Springs Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

$700 .00
Duplex
2 Bedroom /1 Bath

$675.00/Monthly

Refurbished Kitchen,

Upstairs Apartment

$300.00/Deposit

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

First Month Free

Water Included

Quiet Neighborhood

$125.00 Move-In

Section 8 Accepted

Excellent Rental History

>
w

Required

Call (813) 335-0076
Or (813) 885-5226

:I:

Tampa Heights

A/C, Gated Entry

1-275/Howard Exit

New 4-Piex

Utilities Included
Busch Gardens Area
Call (813) 477-7734
Clean, Cable TV
Tiled Floors

Water Included

$1 ,050 .00/Rent

Presbyterian Villas

No Pets- No Smoking

Section 8 Accepted

Senior 62+ Community
Rents- $313.00 Small
$350.00 Large Apartment
Plus Electric. Amenities
Conveniently Located On City
Bus Line. Maximum Income
Limits Apply.
Equal Hou~ ing Opportunity

(813) 685-3208

w
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813 598 4262

Extremely Nice

(813) 238-6353

0

Section 8 OK

$700.00/Deposit

j::

a:
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Newly Renovated

Central Heat & Air

z

w

· $85.00 Deposit
$110.00 And Up Weekly

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Water Included

z
j::
z
w
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Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

$700.00/Monthly

a.

I

Queen Beds

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

~

...J

A/C, Cable, Phone

$800.00/Monthly

West Tampa

· ~-

Tampa Heights

8 Welcome

3625 Potter Street #B
$650.00/Monthly

Hillsborough & Himes

Spacious Duplex

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

en
:::l
m

Room For Rent
Call (813) 313-0829

Deposit Negotiable Section

Call (813) 503-0493

Call (813) 477-7734

307 North Freemont Ave.

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

0

w

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen, Furnished

LL

ii:w

West Tampa

Cute 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

& Up Monthly

I-

(813) 494-3343

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

0
0

Please Call

Large 3/1 CHA, WDH

Section 8 Accepted

~
a:

1000 East 26th Avenue

-

TOO 800-955-8771
4011 S. Manhattan Avenue
Tampa, FL 33611
Call For Application
813-839-5331

(813) 477-7734

10007 N 14th Street

Section 8 Rental

Apt#A
(Off Linebaugh)

2 Bedroom Duplex

2/1 -Duplex

Water Included

CHA, W/W Carpet, WDH

1 Bedroom Voucher

Section 8 Welcomed

Accepted

$350.00/Deposit

$650.00/Monthly

Call (813) 986-3205

Washer/D ~yer And

Call 813-956-5607
Sulphur Springs

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Grant Park Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Tile Throughout, CHA
All Appliances Included
$700.00/Monthly

Central A/C, WDH

$400.00/Deposit

$700.00/Monthly

· Available Now

$400.00/Deposit

Section 8 OK

Phone {813) 325-8387

Phone (813) 917-0645

Section 8 Welcome

Rooms For Rent

$100.00/Weekly

Clean, Quiet

Devin (813) 516-1550

Air Conditioned

Tecia {813) 562-0620

Older Adults Preferred
$400.00/Monthly

2709 17th Street North

Call {813) 516-1559

Large Room
$125.00/Weekly

Room For Rent
Central Heat & Air
Drug Free

· $500.00/Monthly
Small Room
· $115.00/Weekly
$4 70 .CO/Monthly

$125.00/Deposit

Cable And AIC

Call (813) 786-4155

813-431-1310

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Central AIC
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$800 .00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Phone (813) 728-7510

Sell
your stuff.

DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.
3/1, CHA, WID -Hook-up

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
ACCEPTS VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN
EXPRESS AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENT
VIA PHONE

No Deposit

$125.00/Weekly

(813) 310-8598

Duplex - North Tampa .

Immediate Move-In Special

813-248-1921

$695. 00/Month

...

$300/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

.The FloridaVSentinel
Bulletin
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Rooms For Rent
Single Individuals
Preferred
$125.00/Weekly

Like New

Ideal For
Fixed Income Person
Cable TV, A/C

Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

And SUV's

9' - "Samick"

Stoves, Washers, Dryers

1\)

Low Miles

Black, Good Condition

A/C Units And More

We Specialize In

$6 ,000 .00

$24 .00 - Service Fee

Call (813) 248-6600

Call (813) 447-7674

$150.00/Weekly
$1 00 .00/Deposit
Efficiency Also Available

Ybor City And

We Remove Refrigerators

m
3:
m
m

$165.00/Weekly

West Tampa

Concert Grand Church

Like New Cars, Trucks

Utilities Included

Good Or Bad Credit
Call (813) 649-8275

Section 8 OK

Piano

Ybor City Area

20 Parking Spaces +

Plant City
Fair Grounds

Seller Motivated
Beds

Furnished, CHA

Twin

$60.00

For More Information

WID, Cable

Full

$65.00

(813) 259- 4663

Queen

$75.00

www .myfinancialconnections.com

All Utilities Paid
Next To Bus Lines

2 Bathrooms,

Quiet Neighborhood

Large Kitchen
Patio/Parking Available

$120 .00/Weekly

King
Bunk Beds

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

Plumbing, Tile Etc.

1 - 3 Rooms ONLY - $24.95

Call Today For

No Hidden- CHARGES!

A Free Estimate

(813) 238-7884

(813) 843-8857
Also Available

· Sales & Service .

Mobile Car Washing

$85.00 Deposit

And Pressure Washing

No Payment Or Interest
Until 2010

(813) 325-4330

LIC# CAC1815130

Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent
Private Bathroom

DNA Testing

Shared K!tchen And

Paternity Test

$500! Police Impounds!

Living Room
$120.00 ~ $170 .00
Deposit V()fies
Call (813) 545-9139
Room For Rent Hillsborough & Himes
A/C, Cable, Phone

We Come To You!
Honda's, Chevy's
Acura's Toyota's, Etc.

Payment Plans

For Listings

24-Hour Service

Call 800-366-9813 ·

Monday - Saturday

$0 Down!

Kitchen , Ceiling Fans

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!

$85.00 Deposit

36 Months @ 8.5% APR

$110.00 And Up Weekly

Police Impounds

813 598 4262

For Listings
Call aoo-366-9813

Includes All Utilities
Washer And Dryer
On Premises
Call Annie
(813) 247: 18A4

(il13) 928-2753

THEFLORIOA
SENTINEL
BULLETIN
THE VOICE OF OUR
COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 64 YEARS
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CASH
For Junk Cars
And Trucks
Running Or Not
Call Lorenzo
(813) 843-8857

Da Brown's & Williams'
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(813) 516-2008

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
.Up to $1,500.00

Remodeling, Roofs,

For ·J unk Car5, Trucks

Drywalls, Painting, Hauling,

Vans And Motorcycles·

Cleanups, Landscaping

Running Or Not

Sodding, Trees

We Pick Up Any

c
m
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~

Sprinklers Etc.

Junk Metal/Appliances

·c:

Residential & Commercial

For FREE!

Bright Taskman Repair

c
~
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(813) 843-2943

:::D

Enterprises

Lie #CRC1328755

7 Days A Week

, Trimming

Floors (Ceramic/Wood)

Now Servicing Na~ionwide
1-888-651-5777

Fencing
(Chain Link/Private) Etc.
Lie# 224144

Discounts For Churches
And Seniors ·
No Job Too Small
Or Large
Call 813-447-7674

Plumbing Services
Wayne's Lawn Care

FOOTSOLDIER

Installation, Repairs,

FLEA MARKET

Tili11g And Painting

Leaf Removal

6811 EAST Broadway

Upgrade Tubs, Sinks, Etc.

Tree Trimming,

Tampa, FL 33619
(68th And Broadway)

Custom Plumbing

Landscaping

Sewer Repairs

And Pressure Washing

Reasonably Priced

Lawn Mower R~pair

NOW OPEN
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Call Hank

7:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

(813) 325-2147

m
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Windows, Doors

Carpet Cleaning

m
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Home Repairs: Drywall
Pressure Washing

c;;
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(813) 695-2438

Dlmservlces91 @yahoo.com

Ext K456

Room Special
$350.00/Month

DLM-DNA
Testing Services

Queen Beds

Fixed Income

Results In 3 Days
· Legal Or Personal Testing

From $500!

Ext 3695

Call (813) 410-0061

(Best Prices)

New & Used A/C's
100% Financing Available

813 598 4262

Free Towing
Handyman Services

Kitchen , Ceiling Fans
$100 .p0 And Up Weekly

Top Dolrar Paid

Call (813) 310-0991

Electrical, Drywall

Queen Beds,

. Call (813) 784-8339

Or Unwanted Cars

Call. 813-770-0375

Tarpley's AJC

Trucks And Vans

$150.00

(813) 478-1286

Central @ 1-275

We Buy Junk Cars

We Buy Junk Cars

Private Entrance

Room For Rent

Junk Cars

$110.00 & Up

$75.00- $1 00.00/Weekly

A/C, Cable, Phone

1\)
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Over 8000 Square Feet
Busch Gardens Area

Rooms For Rent

Deposit Negotiable

,!')

Large Warehouse

Call Now
(813) 625-2061

:::D

With Double Lot And

Furnished Room For Rent
$99 .00 & Up

Old Appliance Removal

Low Money Down

Call (813) 495-9757
Clean, On Bus Line

m
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Available
I

Call (813) 735-4973
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We Buy Junk
Cars And Trucks
CALLJ.R.
(813) 966-3501

Ms. Dee's
World Of Beauty
3720% Dr. MLK\ Bivd.

Remodeling , Roofing

Call For Salon Specials

Painting , Clean-ups

;:::)

....

Florida's Tru-Professional
1-800-514-2796 Toll Free
(813) 495-7923 Office

"We Do Best For Less"

(813) 247-4368

Trees, Landscaping

MAC DADDY

And Sodding

Lawn Service

Residential/Commercial

Natu ~al

Hair & Braids

Phone (813) 245 - 9761

Micros., Kinky Twist,
Body Plaits, Etc.
$85.00 And Up

Wayne's Lawn Care

(813) 312-8883
Or (813) 850-6699

Hauling And Clean-Up

Lie# CGC061605
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Landscaping

~

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling
Carpentry, Room Additions

Lawn Mower Repair
Availaole

Roofing , Drywall

Call (813) 735-4973
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For Rent
Small And Mediu.m Size
Office Suites
$450.00 - $630.00· Monthly
Water, Electric And

z

Internet Included
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Call V & V Now
(813) 259- 4663
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www.myfinancialconneetions.com

Sidewalks, Patios
And Hauling

& Much More

Da Brown's Enterprises
(813) 516-2008
Remodeling, Roofs,
Drywalls, Painting, Hauling,
Clea~ups ,

Landscaping

Up To 3 Months
Rent- Free

C§
it

Commercial Space

(/)

864 Square Feet

ledwards@flsentinel.com

Cheapest Rates

For40 Days

No Job Too Big

For Our Communities

Or Small Including

And Our Children.

Furniture Removal

1-813-408-6370

:=-•:
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If You Receive
Free School Lunch

Box Plaits

$40

Food Stamps, Medicaid

Weaves

$45

Public Housing

Lie #CRC1328755

(813) 285-4674

.-.

$65

Tutoring:
Parents: Is Your Child
A Slow Learner
In Reading Or Math?
I Can Help In Your Home
Call (813) 986-1692
Anytime

SSI, Section 8
Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Supreme Styles
Barber Shop

May Help Finance

I

Please Help Us Pray

Barbers & Braiders
Wanted
Don't Sit Around The Shop
Doing Nothing
60/Parspns ·::- Brandon
(813) 217-2462

Trash Cleanup

Or Any Other Hauling

Kinky Twists

Boys 15 And Under $8.00

FOR ALL
YOUR CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
NEEDS
CALL LaVORA
@ (813) 248-192:1
FAX24nTO
(813) 248-9218
Or Email

Phone (813) 506-9239

Sept 16- Oct 26

Residential & Commercial

Solid Business Plan

(813) 238-6353

Special Readings $5.00

Tree Trimming, Removal,

$85

Hair Cuts - Men $10.00

Space#B

Advise On Love/Marriage

their land.

Micros Long Hair

For Person With

2409 East Lake Avenue

I hear from heaven, and will

$65

LL

Rent Negotiable

Restores Lost Nature

their wicked ways; then will

Micros Short Hair

For Barber Shop Or Retail

Some Fixtures

Evil Spells

seek my face, and turn from

Sprinklers Etc.

0
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Removes Bad Luck

themselves, and pray, and

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 + Tax & Fees

w

z
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Cutting It Low

Sodding, Trees

..J
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Spiritual Cleansing

Health And Business
CROSS TRAIN

forgive their sin, and will heal

Starting @ $45.00

Lie #022650

w

Chazz@
Jus' Cuttin Up!
Barber & Beauty Salon
(941) 879-3479
All New Braid Designs

>
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Palm, Card Reader

2 Chronicles 7:14

Plumbing, Ceramic Tile

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

;:::)

Sis Harvey
(813) 286-7500
Credit Cards Accepted

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

by my name, shall humble

And Pressure Washing

<t

Readings That Are
Honest And Firm ...
Candles , Oils , Incense
Etc .. . Sold Here

If my people, which are called

Leaf Removal
Tree Trimming,

Botanica 11th Heaven

Want To Sell The House?
Located At
8643 N. Nebraska Ave.
Corner Of E. Yukon St.
(813) 443-5741
Barbers And Braiders
Needed

Owe Too Much?
Foreclosure?

(TANF), (LHEAP)
Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Need Expert Help Fast?
Call MLt<e 813-601-1767
www. BanksAcceptLess.com
Keller Williams Realtor

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN THE VOICE OF
OUR COMMUNITY FOR
OVER 64 YEARS

Angel Ferguson's
Word Processing
"Pro~ssing Words

Is What We Do"
Business Cards, Brochures
Pamphlets, Invitations And
Customized Greeting Cards
www.angelfergusonswordprocesslng.com

Call (813) 230-7134

C. J.'s Hair Studio
3509% 34th Stteet North
Tampa, Florida
(813) 248-6519
(813) 748-9681 Cell

Sister Dora

Authorized Sister Locks

Helps All Problems

Consultant, Product

Removes Bad Luck

Distributor & More

Evil, Reunites Lovers

PUBLICATION DEADLINES

Lucky Numbers
By Phone
1-800-780-4772

Tuesday Edition ...... Friday @ 3:00 P.M.

Wanted : Nail Techs,
Braiders & Sister Lock
Consultants

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT .RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EAC~ TIME YOU PUBLISH-YOUR AD

Friday Edition ....... Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
\IVHIDDEN BROWN P.L.
ATTORNEYS

Ar LAW

State & Fed. W. C. Claims

* Certified by Michi~an State University

MIAMI - TAMPA
nuutl Motlom

l'robatlonVIotatton~
Dru .. Offt<IU>'S
Fr:n~dfl'heft
HomldMfVlolentCrlmc

S•x OfJt>n.-e s
D CI!BUI

i:'!t

Criminal Defense &
p ei'SOnaI JnJUry
•
(813)
·

272 - 2200

* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination

Auto Accidents
'Motorcydf! Acddents
Rflllting Accidents
Wtongl'ul Death CL1ims

,

All IRS Matters

FREE CONSULTATION!

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Fre! lll formatJon (:.(.. ncemi ns Qualiticatl·~IL-; & E:q.>ent:n-.:e Availvblo! Upon Reqn'l!~i. The 1-llrul,:! Of
Al1 ~. tt<•m·'Y Is 1\n ~nportru 1 t !lcci;i,., rim Sh.-11<1 Not H< » aS<rl So!d~·t;pt,nAJv•rli ;cwoJi t;. Hettn·o You
~r.;idc:. A~ Us T(• Send Yuu Free: Wtltt~'l Lafcrm11tion.

(Ex~ept

For Pure Title VII Cases)

* Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602
Visit Us On-line At: www.FORDLAWFIRM.ORG (former U.S. Army JACC Attorney)
220 E. Madison Street

n.~ hil in9 or" d l .rN }I~ri~<u l lrr'\POI Ii\1\t IICusi.Ofl
lr~ Y'llitt\:!11 tnform:;tic.tl abeur

ow

C\1\d -;t.ootd not IK' b<c»xlupc.n dd~X'ItiS..'mld\IS. ~ !!t"orc )'OU lk-ddc:, ;,)kus: to
I

Over 20 Years Experience
Do Not Fac.e The TRS Alone

B. E. Mcintosh, LLC
Enrolled Agent

LAW QFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO, P.A.
Arrested and Concerned
About Your
Legal Rights?
, Call Tanya Dugree

P.A.

(813) 418-5253
1':1\ llh.1JI l'l:ah '\\ allah I.:
\\ Hh '\( ll Rl Ill! t Ill l K

ATTORNEYS AT LAW- TAMPA, FLORIDA

FELONY • TRAFFIC • DUI • MISDEMEANOR
BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 • VOP $249 to $949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

(813) 350-7923
PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD
'rhe hir.ng of an ~ttorneoy IS an important decision !hat should no! be ba.<;t>d solely upon advertl~ments .

Befu:e you decide, ask us to se"6 you free w<il!en infotmation about ou1

q"al~icatiOtl$

and experience.

!Act As
Your Power QfAttorney
And
Will Neoofiate
For You To
<':1
Stop Liens .4nd Levy.~

813-389-4219
Fax: 813-984;.8324.
Email:
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LAW QFF:IC~ Of
• Na~onal Cfiminal Defense College
· ·Florida Assoc. Criminal Defense Lawyers
.. ·• National Assoc. Criminal Defense LaWyers
~'"'Federal And

TIFFANY S. :.'·""' •.""".,.,.....,,."'1

rr-

Criminal, .Family
Personal :Jqju.ry &
Immigration

z
c

State Coirrts 'Over 20 Yea!S Experience'

Bond R~uction Hearings

• Felonies And Misdemeanors

Serious Drug Offenses: Aggressive Motion Practice
Constitutional Violations • DUI Defenseffraffic Charges • Violation Of Probation &
Community Control • Arrest Warrants • Seal Or Expunge Criminal HistQrY
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2~08 .E..'3ritf.\.v~wl,~ • I~WP~. 'fL.

~BOARD CERTIFIED EXPERT CRIMINAL TRIAL ATTORNEY
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(813)247-1460 ..

c

300 N. FRANKLIN ST.. TAMPA. FL 33602 • SERVING BAY AREA COLiNTIES
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277-0068

.Celtibtating

The Law Office Of Brenda L.

6?$ed#

Education Law • Family Law • Personal Injury
Mortgage Foreclosure Prevention
Credit Card Debt Negotiation
Entertainment/Contracts Law

of

Brenda L. Walker
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Bven..illg I Weekend Appointmellts Available
1300 E. Slh Avenue, 1'300 * lampa, Flmida 33605
(Xl1) 712-87.\2 OHice • (~13) 600-0000 • (lH1) 712-~7X91-ax
allnybicndawalker@lmac.com

The Miles Plata
308 E;. MJ.K Blvd., $~iJe .E • f~mp~, FJ,;. 33603

237"2392 Office

236"5717 Fax

Commitm.ent: to:
Community,

Excellence:,&
Voit~e· :o f'O«r:Qtiritn7iilr#(V
Sp.eqkil{gforlt;~elf~'
··
r

·AUTO ACCIDENT

HELPLINE: ·

Injured? Nee:d .a · '· ...

CA.l..l..:. '

Or Ei)1a'il: caUrickywilliams@gmaU.com
Available :24Hr~./Day ·• FREE Consultation
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Joumalistn:
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SUPPORT
THE
FLORIDA
SEN11NEL
ADVERTISERS
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GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS
Hillsborough County

(813) 391-2493
RD
220 E. Madison street# 1207
Downtown Tampa
www.fordlaw.org

Polk County

$500.00 Plus Filing Fees & Costs
- FREE CONSULTATION
Call (813) 223-1200 Tampa
(727) 209-0814 Clearwater/St. Pete

of a lawyer is an importam decision that should not be based
decide, ask us to send
FREE written infonnauon about

328 Dorsett Avenue
(863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853

I

"The Salon Where
You Arrive
Ordinary
And Leave

EXTRAORDINARY"
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REEVES BU1lD1NQ1 PlUMB1NG
& ROOF1NG CONTRACTOR

$99.99!i $55.00 t
Fl iLL WEAVE

RELAXER & CliT;

....:::>

• COMMERCIAL
• ROOFING
•REMODELING
·REPAIR
•HOME
REHABILITATION

• RESIDENTIAL
• PLUMBING
• ADDITIONS
• CONCRETE
SLABS

1901 West Sligh Avenue
Tampa, FL33604-5813
Salon Number: 813-936-3470

For All Your Construction Needs ...
Call Reeves
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Monday - Friday - 9 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

www.devrnedesignsbyrenee.com

813-238-6197

Lic~nsed & Bonded . CCC1320860 i::FC025588-CBC1251478
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Clip &

Injured In Accident?

S~t~-e I

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
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.CONSTRUCTION .
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Toll Free: {866) 394-8038
Office: (727) 906-9693
Cell: (727) 492-6317
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We Stitch Names or Designs,
LQgos on Hats, Shirts, ScrubS,
Unrforms; Bags, Towels,. Pants.
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All Accident
& Injury Claims
• AUTOMOBILE
· • BIKE l BOAT l BUS
• ANIMAL BITES
. ·WORKER
COMPENSATION
• WRONGFUL DEATH
•!Y!':,~.!r!& HOME

A-A-A Attorney
Referral Service
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. . . . 733-5342
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24. Hour~, i. Days A Week

Sbecial Discounts for Groups.

Churches. Family Reunions.
Organizations. Businesses. etc..

VIsit us at 11AT CITY
lnt'l Flea Mkl- 11311 N, Nebr!3!3~a Ave.
~agl~ Mali Fl~ Mkt.- 8330 N. Florida
www. ty$variety.comlcityhats

· To Advertise In The Business Directory Call LaVora Or Betty At 813-248-1921.
:
DEADLINE For Placing Business Directory Ads Is FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.

